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"Being that this is the 'Mecca,' we of all schools should be
pumping up this election,"
- KAREE.tvl NULAN, Student

Presidential Race in a 'Dead Heat' Days Before Election
By ANDREW BUCllERT
The Technician &
J ASON T. SMITH
Hilhop Editor-in-Chief
(U-WIRE) RALEIGH , N_C. - The outcome of next Tuesday's presidential election
will be very close and largely dependent
upon several key states, namely Florida, Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Oregon,
Washington u~d Califomia, according to
leading political scientists from Howard to
North Carolina State University.
And according to most political scientists,
the black voter tum out will be key to decing
Tuesday's election_
''The polls showing the marginal difference of one to two percentage points giving
Bush a miniscule edge might be reversed in
the electoral college at present," said Or_

Lorenzo Morris, chair of the Black Politics
field at Howard.
"Not a single Democrat would be in the
White House today if it wasn't for Blacks,"
Morris saidWith key issues like racial profiling, community development. urban pollution and
tl1e selection of Supreme Court Justices at
stake, Morris said he believes that blacks will
likely turn out in larger-than-expected numbers Tuesday.
Still students are pleading for other students to take Tuesday's election seriously.
Kareem Nulan, a senior international business and finance major, spent most of his
week with a stapler in one hand a stack of
Gore/1...ierberman placards in the other. He
and a small group of Howard students canvassed Georgia Avenue with the placards in
the hopes students and passen,by remem-

bered to vote Tuesday.
"[Student apathy I bothers me more than
anything. Being that this is the 'Mecca,' we
of all schools should be pumping up this election," Nulan said. Nulan, a Colorado native,
said he would be voting by absentee ballot ,
''This election could yield one of the clos•
est election outcomes in maybe 60 years,"
said Oliver Williams. ~lorth Cru-olina State Univcr.;lly political science profc1;sor and expen ln

contemporary politics.
The nature of the electoral college, Bush's
and Gore·s strengths and deficiencies in each
of the key states, as well as the effects of
third-party candidates Ralph Nader and Pat
Buchanan, will prove to be the critical factors in determining the outcome of the pres•
idential race, said Michael Vasu, NCSU asso•
cia1e professor of political science and public
administration and director of the Social Sci-

ence Research Laboratory.
''The most important factor is the Nader
factor," Vasu said. "Nader is taking more like•
ly voters from Gore than Bush, and it appears
that tl1e west coast states of Oregon, Wash•
ington and California h\:tve a higher propor•
tion of Nader voters."
Although Nader and Buchanan are not
registering much support in the polls, with
Nader showing between 3 to 4 percent and
Buchanan boasting a mere I percent. their
presence on the ballot may prove critical to
the outcome of the election, Taylor said.
"Because Nader is getting more of the
third-party vote than Buchanan, and because
he takes almost exclusively from the Democratic Party vote, Nader is going to cause a
problem for Gore," he said.
See ELECTION, A5

Where To Vote
The following polling sites arc the
Howard's variou., rcsidtocc hall".

clo,e,1 to

Date: November 7, 2000
nme: 7:00 a.m.• 8:00 p m.
Slow, a11d Caner llali: Auditorium of Gage•
Eckini:too School, located at 3rd and Elm Slrttts.

N.W.
Btthu11e ,\1111tx, Tubman Quad, Cook and
Drew Hall: Gymnasium of Bruce Monroe
School, 3021 Georgia Avenue, N.W.
H oward Plaw Towtn: Multi-purpose room of

Meyer School, I Ith and Clifton St.. N.W.
Mtridia11 Hill Hall: Lower 1c,.,1 auditorium.

H.D. Cook School, 17th and Euclid St.. N.W.

To Borrow or Not to Borrow
'

Homecoming Fades,
Memories Linger

As Registration Nears,
Students Debate Cost
Of Educational Loans
By AKOSUA AMOAKO•A'n'A
Hilltop Staff Writer
Frenchie Davis, a senior Music
Theater major University, knows
too well what it rn,·.m, tu I· · iuJcl>,.
P'or her, owing began when she first
enrolled at Howard and applied for
a loan. A simple misinterpretation
involving the process of signing of
promissory notes led to the complete cancellation of her financial
aid and a surprising bill that stated
that she owed the University
$11,000.
''The problem was partly Howard's
and mine," Davis said. "My freshman year, I was under the impres•
sion that when I signed the required
promissory note for the loans 1hn1
that would be used for the following semesters here at Howard. Then
my sophomore year, when I was
notified that that wasn't the case.
the University canceled my aid
without my knowledge. I completed my sophomore year, then at the
end of the year they sent me a back
balance statement of like $11,ooo: ·
As students prepare to register for
the Spring semester in the General
Mandatory Registration Monday,
more and more people will again be
looking for ways to pay for college.
Though most of them have signed
their promissory notes already.
many srudents will be looking 10
lend from the Government for the
first time.
And many college students, like
Davi s, who apply for loans to
finance their education are realizing
that there will be big price to pay
long after gaining that coveted
degree.
As the University's tuition
increased by three percent this year,
the demand for loans and other
forms of financial aid increased.
This year a total of $57,408,414
million in federal funds were
awarded to Howard students. Each
award averaged $13,424 per stu•
dent. Howard students are now
finding out that applying for loans
may be a difficult process but pay•
ing them off is even more frustrat•
ing.

By WAI.TRINA N. MIDDLETON
Hilltop Staff Writer

"Grants and things like that, do not
really pay for anything. Because
this University is so competitive,
even if your g.p.a. was through the
roof you still wouldn't get sufficient

Howard University celebrated
more than just a 14-0 homecoming
victory on Saturday. at Greene Sta•
dium. In the midst of battle songs
between Norfolk State and

,ud." Da, is ..-.aid. ··Gt"Uing Ioan'i i~

\\0\, .,u1\''\ •'Sh\'\\T1mI· Banl:' there

1',i.1

much easier than any other available financial aid.''
Currently Howard offers two federal loans to students. They are the
Stalford. Plus, Federal Perskins and
Federal Nursing loans.
According 10 tlie Princeton Review.
the average Howard University
freshman loan is $9,457.00. Most
of these loans have reasonable
interest rates ranging from 5· 8 per•
cent.
But loan i:,; the easy•sure \\.'ay.
though you will be paying for a
long time," said Giselle Dean, a
senior public relations major."! will
probably owe more than S 19,000
after I graduate. I feel like I am
placing myself in debt, but gaining
at the same time," Dean said.
Some Howard students say owing
money is one thing, but gening it on
time is another.
"Every year I have problems with
student financial aid and my loan
processing. It's like a tradition for
Howard,'' Dean. "I fill out my loan
applications in May for the follow•
ing semester and the loan request
will still be pending by the time I
regis1er," Dean said.
Donald Griggs, a direct federal
loans specialist for the University,
explained tl1at the blame lies on
students and the Student Financial
Aid office.
·111e blame goes both ways. Sometimes you have kids who come in
saying that they just pul their paper•
work in two weeks before school
began and they come in wanting
their promissory notes. TI1en we
have those who did turn in their
paperwork in on time, but are still
waiting. I think that it is unfair to
those students," Griggs said.
Despite the debt disadvantage of
using loans as a means of financial
aid, stude111s still believe that they
arc making the right choice. On
See LOANS, A7

were more than cheer, for defense
and a fancy touchdown dancethere were tears shed, hugs and
sweet memorie~ that resurfaced
when many Bison family members
returned home. It was a reunion for
many nnd a personal victory for at
least one.
"A lot has changed and a lot has
not," Miguel Burke, class of 1975,
<aid. Burke traveled from Houston, Texas to the game with three
generations of his fantily to suppo,1
his duughter LaVonne Burke.
LaVonne is a chemical engineering
major and reigns as Miss School of
Engineering 2000-2001. "'The spirit is ~till here .. .... he said. Burke
also recognized the change in
styles, dress and music. "I really
appreciated the band when they
took us back down memory lane.
They played traditional songs like
'Stay In My Comer' by the Dells.''
Miguel Burke and his wife smiled
as they reOected on the "good ole
days."
"I'm glad to come back and
especially to support my daughter ... We attended the Coronation
Ball and we were here (in D.C) a
few weeks ago for the School of
Engineering Pageant," LaVonne's
mother. Linda Burke, explained.
Linda Burke, a graduate of the class
of 1973, majored in marketing with
a minor in economics. Miguel
Burke, who studied microbiology
and chemistry, anempted to visit his
old classrooms in the "Valley" on
Friday, but couldn't because of
Yard Fest activities. This didn't
seem to take away from the spirit or
the fun for the Burke fan1ily.
''This has been a fun-filled week•
end, but also a time to remember.
My daughter, Jacqueline Jones,
passed away last year around this
See MEMORIES, A7

If Homecoming 2000 was a hurricane, it would have barely knocked
down a house.
TI1ere were a lot of things wrong
with Homecoming 2000. And there
was were a lot things right with the
week. But
somehow it
seemed like itllleco1111ug
eport Card
the bad out•
weighed the
good
F o r
ex ample,
See Editorial
the campus
Alo
became a
weekend
zoo. Thou•
sands of revelers swung
through campus from all over the
country. The crowds posed major
security coneems.
There were a few reported cases of
armed robberies on or near campus.
The West Towers wa,; Oooded with
visitors who petrolled hallwnys as if
they were campus police, re male student~ were subjected 10 taunts and
disrespectful treatment from male vis•
itors. Some say they were even followed to their rooms by strange
guests.
The cause of the breakdown in
security is unclear, but some students
said they felt unsafe, even in their
owndom1s.
Some students said Homecoming
was more appealing for visitors than
themselves. Visitors sipped champagne in front of the West Towers, spit
out their best pick-up lines to female
students, and caused the shut down of
parts of Georgia Avenue for hours.
Homecoming seemed to be missing
something this year: alumni partici

1

11

Photo by D,11101 Bingham
Ifs halftime at Ho"urd\ llomcoorning ~ame, in ,,hich Howurd defeated Norfolk State.
l\1cnll.K•r. of 1he b.lnd rook the lime to pul on a Stood sl10" on nnd ofTthe field.

Pholo By Dana Bingham
111ongs or students cheer as the Bison sc.-ore agains1 the Norfolk State Spartans during
l~t week's game.

____

The Hilltop Today,.,,.....,,.,..
Life & Style
Howard students speak
out about the controversial
drug, marijuana.

B4

•

Poor Planning
Gives Way to
Average Week

Nation &
World

News Analysis wu, reported by '
the Editoria! Board of11,e Hilltop.

C

See ANALYSIS, A7
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Campus
Find out what

Puff Daddy was

1\vo candidates, one
choice.

doing on campus
last week.
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Views

Voices

What can we do to
ensure a large voter
turnout among
African-Americans
Tuesday?

"To ensure a large vo1er 1umou1
among African-Americans. 1bere musl be a
slrong visual presence of
African-Americans around 1hc
me1ropoli1an area reminding people of the
imponance of 1aking five minu1es 10 vo1e."
Gabrielle Charles. Biology, Junior

Students Deal With the Horrors of the L-SAT

By Errica Dotson
Hilllop Siaff wri1cr
.While prospec1ive law smdents were anx•
iously cramming for 1he 1es1 1hat could
po1en1ially shape lheirdcs1iny beyond their
undergraduate studies. Senior legal communica1ions major. Dawn Henson did nol
allow herself 10 be caught up in all of the
pre-LSAT hy,ieria.
·The nigh1 before the lest. I wcn1 home.
lit some candles. iumed off the 1elcvision
and lhe phone and began reading a book.''
she said ..., felt very confidenl and very prepared for the lcsl however. I wanled 10 be
in the right frame of mind. ln a 101of ways,
1hc LSAT is jus1 a menial game:·
However. many feel 1h31 lhis --mental
game.. serves as a disadvanrnge 10 minority students.
Las1 year. former Universiry of Texas studen1 Selwyn Pieler. liled a compliant with

the Ontario Human Rights Commission
s1a1ing 1ha1 because of 1he LSATs racially
biased 1es1ing me1hods. he was denied
entrance into law school. He also sought a
coun injunclion 10 prevenl the use of lhe
LSAT in law school applica1iom, across the
providence un1il the Commission made a
ruling on his complaint.
"I think 1he standard the law school's are
using 10 determine an applicanl's abili1y is
unfair.'' he said. "'The LSAT 1hey're using
does 1101 tell them anything
about a candida1c's po1en1ial, and does not
tell you how well a candidate will do in
school ... il should be disregarded.'' he
argued.
Pieters insisls 1ha1 he was rejected from
University of Texas" Law school because of
his LSAT scores. despite ex1ra curri cular

All In The Family

activities and a high GPA.
The facully of the Texas university agrees
th:111here is much controversy abou1 the lest.
However. 1hey attribu1e ii more to lack of
proper academic !raining.
--some racial groups lend 10 score lower
on the LSAT;· said Ron Daniels. Dean of the
Faculty of Law al 1he university. "The
deba1e around the 1es1 is quite complica1ed.
Sys1ematic discrimination is an elusive concept;· he said.
--1believe tha1 because LSAT prepara1ion
is nor incorpora1ed in10 cur curriculum, we
are somewhai at a disadvantage in correla1ion 10 predomina1ely while ins1i1u1ions:·
said Henson. "While s1udents do better
because they have had p~para1ion from the
beginning ... and laking outside preparation
courses is often limes difficult and not

always helpful:·
The Working Group on Racial Equalily in
the Legal Profession prepared a repon for •
1he Canadian Bar la.~t year. II , 1a1ed 1ha1
even though many point to cullural biases, •
the LSATscores usually do reOect how well.
a s1udent will do in law school. However, it:
also argues that low scores received by '
minori1y smdents are usually due to racial •
barriers cncoun1ered during an applicanl's •
undergradua1e experience.
The Law School Admissions Committee
is currently conduc1ing exrensive 1es1s on
LSAT questions to de1ermine whetherthey '
are fair.
·

,'

New Professor Brings Fresh Air
By S1ephanie Hill
Hilltop SiatT Wri1er

Alumni Profile: DR. GREG CARR

"To ensure a large vo1er turnou1 among
Blacks, influenlial Black leaders should go
to churches and spread 1he word because
this is a place of fellow,h,p and 1he word
can be funher ,preml from its members."
Joshua Mercer,
Business Marke1ing. Sophomore

Pli<>to II) Dana Hin~ham

l:.nu.•n.tincr and former Hcl\\..tnl trni,er-it) '1udcn1 Scan ··Pull)'•• Cornth p:,-.c, for J pic1ure at
Greene Slad1um for the Hon'k."'CC.lfning: t.u)~ la'l.t "cc-L.. Conth-. ,,tt, 011c of ~..,~ml hip-hop
ani,b. 1ncluJmg J,1y-Z anJ Lud.tt.11,,. \\ho made Jppc.ir.t.nce--. throof'.hoot ti.: ,,.,.·ck.

"I think to ensure a large tumoul polls need
to be se1up around campus. so 1ha1 smdents
don·1 have to travel. giving them excu,es no1
10 vo1c:·
Erika Jordan. Psychology. Sophomore

In a classroom filled 10 capacity. Dr. Greg
Carr manages 10 hold 1he auention of everyone present. His dashiki and beaded necklace seem to fi1 perfec1ly wi1h his s1yle of
1eaching. which is reminiscen1 of 1hc ·10s.
when professors stressed the imponance of
black in1ellec1ual life. His young appearance
make" him look barely 25. but many s1udents still show ,hocked expressions when
they witness 1he energy behind his explosive lec1ures.
Carr. 35. is an African American s1udies
professor in the depar1men1 of African
American Studies. and 1eaches 1hree classes per week. His s1yle of teaching. which
many studenls call charisma1ic. has drawn
1he attemion of students of many disciplines.
Sitting in Carr·s class is like wa1ching 1he
Hi,U>T) Channel with an edition of BET
mu,ic videos .idded for flamr. He says 1ha1
his in1en1ion 1s 10 help ,1uden1, learn by con•
necting 1hings 1hey can relate 10 1hing, with
things they find unfamiliar.
The impression 1hus far i~ that Carr is --a
reminder of why we a.re here al Howard:·
said senior Carl Pollard.
On any day. s1uden1s may wiiness Cnrr·s
impressions of comedian Bernie Mac and
Jim Crow. which are somehow appropriately displayed in the same classroom. no
matter how differenl the charac1ers may
seem.
This is a professor who will no1 cha,11,e
you for being lale 10 his class. but will otTer
hi s desk as a chair.
··JuM ge1 here if you can:· he says. quo1ing 1he Olern Adams song.
Originally from Nashville. Tennessee.

Carr has been teaching al 1he University for
a couple of months. His presence. siudents
agree. has been a'breath of fresh air. Finally, a professor has brought 101he classroom
an energy 1ha1 is inspiring. many say.
..He is energe1ic and has a talenl for leach•
ing;· said freshman Jeremiah Smilh.
Carr said he came wirh expectations of
.. in1ellec1ual excellence and social responsibili1y:· He says his exci1emen1 is due to his
desire 10 have his expecmtions mel. His reasoning for why he is a rari1y among his
peers is 1ha1 .. black people breaJ.: your hean.
because you love black people:· --With any
relationship where there is passion involved.
if you feel disillusioned or rejected it tran•
scends inlo your behavior. It can only transcend in101ha1 1ype ofbehnvior if you were
passionate aboul i1 10 begin wilh.'' he said.
Before coming to Howard. Carr spent two
year,; IVilh lhc Phi1"delphia .school Jisrricl.
He wan1ed 10 teach high school. bul wa, no1
cenified. He received a po,i1ion in admin•
istra1ion writing curriculum. He earned 1he
1i1le of --scholar on race and cullurc:· he
said. The Di~1ric1 gave him this title after he
wrote an essay to 1rnin 1eachers in African
American his10ry and culture.
Temple Uni>•crsity in Philadelphia was
1he place where he received his first classroom po,i1ion. Al 1he 1imc. Temple wa, the
only University in the Uni1ed Stales tha1
offered a Ph.D. in Afric:m American Studies. Upon receivinit hi, Doctorate, he 1augh1
African American hislory. Social philosophy, Afro-centrici1y. and African American
Siudies. among other courses.

Does exercise make you short of breath?
You may be eligible to participate in a 7-9 week, 4
visit research study to compare the effectiveness of
two Inhalers on exercise..induced asthma.
QualifIcations:

"Have pany ,ysiem, choose individuals
who are more representative of minority
community and more cognizani of minority
issues.'·
Sean Brown. Biology. Senior

• 12-50 years of age
•Currently using inhaled corticosteroids for asthma
• Able to complete a 10 minute exercise challenge test.

This study Involves 2 nine hour visits. Financial compensation of up to
$600.00 is available to qualified participant For more Information call

Frank at (202) 877-5506.

Institute for Asthma and Allergy
Dr. Martha White
- Compiled by K<irlee11 Roy

Dr. Michael Kellner

Dr. Athena Economides
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Pot Use by College Students Levels Off After Rise
By Unired Press lnrern.uional

Christopher Windam

Let's See... Gore or Bush?
Naw, Give Me Clinton
illions of American, will jam
voring boorhs Tuesday in
M
hopes of picking rhe righr man for
president
Bur when v01ers receive rheir elecrion ballors - which could ,cal
America's fare for 1he ncx1 four
years. a familiar name will be mis,ing: Bill Clinron.
Thar's righ1. Clinron. 1he mo,t qualified man fur 1hc job.
)i's 100 bad the rwo-term limil will
keep "Ole· Bubba" from casring his
shadow in the oval office for anorher four years.
Vice-President Al Gore's .. Mr.
Know-i1-all .. a11i1ude. and Gov.
George Bush·s "l-don•1-know-any1hing-a1-all" anirude is enough 10
make me scrc:1m for a repeal of 1he
law which was designed to prevenl an
American dicrmorship.
,Under Clinron's leadership 1he
American economy is nourishing.
The unemploymenr mle is down. and
n\ore Americans are going 10 college
tl)an every before.
·America has gone eigh1 years wi1hou1 an official war during Clinron·s
1erm. I don'r rhink George W.'s forhcr
dln say that
'The coun1ry is good shape. Everyt~ing is moving in 1he right direc1ion.
From the economy. to crime policy.
1~ welfare policy, all seems srable.
:if ii's 1101 broke don·, fix ir.
ii wish I could rear 1ha1 law 10
spreds.
•Wair a minute I rake 1ha1 back. We
mus1 uphold the con,titulion. After

ult. it does g,rarH .\fiican Amcri..:am.
l~e righl 10 ,ote. Seems like only ye,•~rday when black men and women

were classified as only 3/5 of a man.
Clinton's rriumphs as president are
enough to erase his shame as a play•
boy.
Most of what happened with the
impeachmenl was just the cosl of
Clinlon doing business. I can't say
lhe Republican Party was blameless
in 1he hearings. The Republicans
were trying to u,e Clinton's infidelity for pohrical advantage.
l, like most Americans didn'r want
Clinton to leave 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue. The cournry wr.s sailing
along and I didn·1 want my govemmcm to go away.

College srudents have also benefited from eight years of Clinton.
The earning power of college s1uden1s is widening over tha1 of high
school graduares, and more Americans arc continuing rheir educalionincluding African-Americans.
Clinton's stay in 1he White House
has certainly been very pleasant In
a perfecl world he would Mill be
commander and chief. bur unfortunnrcly lhis world is any1hing bur perfecr.
If it were perfect. we wouldn ·1 have
to vote any of2000's candidates into
office. Bui we musr. So I choose
Gore.
Gore has a lot of good quali1ies. He
has good knowledge of lhe posirion,
the inrelligence in foreign policy. and
he has pushed for environmental
issues. Bur Gore has been known 10
tell a lie every now and 1hen. Can we
believe him when he .....,y, he would
low~i cla,, ,iz.c,. fil}h\ \O end rac:i.,\

profiling. and make two years of col
See Column, ,\]

BOSTON. Ocr. 31 (UPI) - The
use of marijuana increased by more
1han 22 percent among college slude,ns in the United Srarcs berween
1993 and 1999. but was still well
below 1he peak levels of rhe 1970s,
a new srudy shows.
Harvard School of Public Heallh
rese:irchcrs found rhat though 1he
rates leveled off in 1997. 1hey
remained at the higher level 1hrough
1999. The researchers found u<;e of
other illicit drugs followed 1he same
trend. They urged efforts 10 slem illegal drug use be increased. ·1ne,e

new findings should be a source uf
concern for those involved with lhc
prcven1ion and trearment of illicit
drug use among young people:·
Henry Wechsler. a director of the
,tudy. said in a s1a1emen1 posred on
rhe school's Web sire. "Although
rates of drug use ,rabilizccl m the end
ofrhe decade. nosign11ican1 decreases have yet been observed:· Wechsler
,aid. "Prevcn1ion effort, aimed al
illici1 drug use should be stepped up
and ried 1U those already in place for
binge drinking and cigarene use:·
He said that the s1udy demonstmtes

the need for drug-abuse preven1 ion
progmm, in the secondary schools a~
well as in college.
The study wa, based on rcsJ)<mses
of more lhan 14.000 students ,elect•
cd al random each year in 1993.
1997. :md 1999 from 119 four-year
colleges in 40 states.
U,c of marijuana rose from 12.9
percent 111 1993 to 15.6 percent in
1997. an increase of 22 pcrcenr.
Weeh,ler said th~ increase occurred
across all 1ype, of colleges and race,
and types of s111den1,, indicating a
strong national 1rend.

•

Marijuana u,c among ,1udenh

reached a high of 37 pcrccnl in 1978,
Wcch,ler said.

Campus·Digest
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slamic Week to Begin Next
Week

This year's Islamic Awareness
Weel. will run from Friday. November I 0th 10 Friday. November I 71h.
The week's Iheme is Su rah Al Maun
• Neighborly Needs. the I071h Chaprer of the Holy Quran.
The even! is provided by 1he Mu,lim Students of Howard Unrversity.
Kamilah Munir. 1hc organiwtion',
president presents an open invita•
lion to the en1irc Howard Universily
community to participate, "I want to
make ii clear tha1 hlamic Awareness
Week is for rhc entire Ho\\'ard Universily community. Muslim and non
Muslim.''.
The week begins on Friday.
November IOrh with "Movie Ni2h1."
The documcn1:1ry fi lm. Make h
Plain. which focuses on the lik of
Malcolm X. will be shown. A discus,ion about the film will follow ii\
viewing.
On Sarurday. ,1 ne1,rnrking bnmch
1,qJJ be held I>) rhe .\!SHU.
On S\\nday. November 11111. 1hc~ISHu will be ,ponwring ':\ D,1yof
Cnmmunil) Service."

Monday's evenr is the '·Coffee
House, Poclr} Cipher.'" The evenr
rncludes poelry n,citations. and crea11ve writing e,hibi1ion, accompanied by the sounds of the African
drum.
On Tuesday. November 14th,
Howard University's profossor Dr.
Sulayman S. Nyang of 1he African
S1udies dept. will give a lecture on
lhe African-Islamic experience. TI1e
lecrure will discuss 1hc devclopmen1
and pracricc of !\lam m Africa. rhc
experience of Muslim African Sia,~
in Antebellum America, and the
African-American lslum1c move111ent from cmancipalmn tu lhe pre
\en1 time.

The Ralphe Bunche Center will
ho,1 a ~ries of discussions on studying abroad on Wednesday from 3Sprn. Three students will speak aoout
1heirexperiences in Senegal. Morocco. and Spain relaring each coumry
to the Islamic e\perience. Representative, from each counlry \ embassy
will be presenr. Laler on lhar d:ty, ElHall Mujri' S.-1lakh,111. founJer of
en,., l'cac-a anJ Jushcc Foundahon
\\ ill ho,1 ,1 lcc1Urc ,u1d d1s,usslun oa
Human Righi,. The lcclure will

focus on the current imprisonmenr of
H. Rap Brown lfom1er Black P-.mlher
Students ~eeded For Religious
Leader and activiso a.k.a. Imam Survey
Jan1il El-Amin. and 1he Prince Jone,
If you are an African-American or
ca~e.
Asian-American Catholic berween
The Israeli Contlicr will be 1he rhe ages of 18-39, you are invited 10
focus of Thursday', lecture. The participate in a focus group dbcu,two-hour informative session·, goal sion about religious life. Toe projec1
is 10 give the Howard Universi1y is part of an o,·erall survey of young
communiry a belier unders1and111g of adult Ca1holics sponsored by 1he
1his seemingly endless struggle m lhc leadership organiwoons for Catholic
Middle Ea,1.
religious orders and congrega1ions.
Friday. November 17th, marks the Each participam io the two-hour disending of this year·, hlamic Aware- cussion will receive $30.00. For
ne" Week wi1h a ..Game Night.'' details. contact Morita Eddy at
Food will be served and the night (30 I )5S8-4030.
will include a gan,e of Namic JeopAfncanism, in 1he Gulla!, Dralccr
ardy."
Gullah: A I .inguisric Legac~ of
All Islamic Awareness Week evems Africans in America present~ a conwill begin at 7 p.m.(excluding ference <Jn 1hc 50th Anniversary of
Ralphe Bunche Center evenr.) Bean Lorenzo Dow Turner's Africanisms
Pies. along wirh other refreshment, in the Gullah Dialect. Keynote
will be served al mo,1 of the events. speaker, include: John R. Rickford
All events are free and everyone is of S1anford Universiry and Salikoko
invired. For more information. email S. Mufwene from the University of
rhe MSHU Qi hu_msa2000@ho1
Chic.rgo. The conference will lake
mail.com.
place on FriJ,ty. No,cmbcr 3, 2000.

I

•

The re,earchers said 1he increased
college rate, found in 1he presem
,1udy ,my renec1 1hc group e1Tec1 of
high sch,K,I drug users enrolling in
college.
In comm,t. researchers ,i,id drug
use in the 1960s of1en -tarted on college campuses and 1rickled down to
)'0unger high school and junior high
,chool ~tutienh.

Then again,
neither is college.
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it.
One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an INROADS internship you could have a serious job
every summer while you're still in school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now.

web

site_www.inroadsinc.org

301-587-5880

You got this far. Now go farther.

J~

INROADS.

-'\ r\oWi\JU l)n·wc,~\\'j \n \\\c \\\ac\.-

bum Center Forum. For more infurmalion. call Or Paul D. Fallon at
(:?0.?Jli06-561 l

•
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Race 2000
On Tuesday, Nov. 7, it will be time for District voters to cast their
ballots for me 2000 elections. Along with voting for the President, the ballot will consist of Cong,rcs~. Disllict council and board
of education candidates. 111e candidates are as follows:

DC Congressional Representative
Democratic
Libe1tarian
Republican
Socialist Worker

Eleanor Holmes No1ton
Robert D. Kampia
Edward Henry Wolterbeek
Sam Manuel

DC Council at Large
Republican
Democratic
Libertarian
independent
independent
DC Statehood Green

Carol Schwartz
Harold Brazil
Matthew G. Mecurio
Chris Ray
Daphne M. McBryde
Arturo Griffiths

DC Council Ward 4
Democratic
DC Statehood Green

Adrian Fenty
Renee Bowser

US Senate
Florence Ptudleton

Democratic

US Representative
Martin Thomas
Ray Browne
Kalonji T. Olusegun
John Shumake

DC Statehood Gretn
Democratic
Umoja
Republican

President of the DC Board of Education
Robert G. Childs
Peggy Cooper Cafrilz
Lawerence A. (Lan-y) Gray

Jerusalem Rally Draws Thousands
By NSENGA A. KNIGHT
City Editor
More than I0,000 people marched for the
National Day for Jerusalem Rally last Saturday. The group marched from Freedom Plaza
and assembled in front of the White House at
Lafayette Park.The rally was to show the solidarity of Americans opposed to the violence
being perpetrated against the people of Palestine.
Imam Johari Abdul Malik, Howard University's Muslim Chaplain, said, "Leaders of the
rally along with The National task-Force for
Jerusalem, and rally attendants made it clear
that they want an end to the US funding Israel
with 5.5 bi llion dollars to kill Palestinians."
Malik viewed the rally as not only a Muslim
issue, but instead one of human rights. Speaking about the importance of the general public attending the rally, Malik said, " It is an
issue of human rights. The occupation is a
modem day form of settler colonialism just
like the apartheid of South Africa. As Martin
Luther King said, 'An injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere."'
Suad Abdul-Khabeer, a District resident,
went to the rally because she personally identified with the experiences of the Palestinians
as an African-American and Hispanic
female.Abdu l-Khabeer believes, "It is about
people being completely
disempowered .. .When you see some of the
pictures, you see people in protest of an

oppressive government and terrorism. I see I feel I can identify with the Palestinian situAfrican-Americans protesling U.S. structural ation. Their history is similar to ours. They are
racism. Institutional racism still exists. Blacks people uprooted from their homes and treatand Latinos are still being put in prison as a ed unjustly and discriminated against similarly
to the way African-Americans have in Amermodem plantation."
ica.
Other HU students. Muslim or not, should
Among the groups in attendance at the rally
be
able
to identify with them and support
was Neturei Karta International and Jews
United Against Zionism. It's representative them."
The Committee of the Revolutionary Intergroup of Orthodox Rabbis came to the rally
to endorse the Palestinian protest. ln a state- nationalist Movement showed their support for
ment made by Rabbi David Weiss, the orga- the Palestinian struggle with their attendance
nization's spokesman said, "We are grateful to at the rail y. In a handout distributed by the
the Creator for allowing us to participate in Revolutionary Internationalist Movement,
Washington today with The National task- they stated their views. "We join with them and
Force for Jerusalem's demonstration of sol i- call upon the proletariat and masses of the
darity with the suffering of the Palestinian world to resolutely condemn and oppose the
people. The wrongs committed over the past aggression of Israel's criminal army and secret
52 years and reaching back into the last cen- police against the Palestinians. Let us once
tury by Zionist against 'the indigenous people again be clear that it is the US that arms and
finances the Zionist state of Israel whose very
of the Holy Land are a ghastly crime."
Rahma Abdur-Rahman, a Howard Universi- existence is based on the illegitimate occupaty freshman chemistrY major, said that one of tion of Palestine."
Emphasizing why he felt that the issues surthe most profound things she learned at the
rounding
the rally are important to members
rally was, " .. .that not all Jews are in support
of
different
beliefs, Imam Johari stated, "It is
of the Jews in Israel. I didn't know there was
a difference between Zionism and true important for Christians 10 make it emphatiJudaism. I learned this (that there is a differ- cally clear that Jerusalem is not only a holy
ence) from the four Rabbis; when they came city for Jews, but for Muslims and Christians
as well. The money the government takes
they sent a powerful message."
(through
US taxes) from us is being spent to
Kami lah Munir, the president of the Muslim
murder
chi
ldren. Unless we do what we can,
Students of Howard University, felt that it was
her obligation to attend the rally, as a Muslim to stop it we are co-conspirators in the mur- :
and she identi fied with the issues presented at der of women, children, high school and col- ;
:
the rally stating that "as an African-American lege students."

•

Moment of Silence Stirs Debate I•
•

DC Board of Education Distdct #1

By KENRYA MALIKH RANKIN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Thomas E. Smith
Linda E. Soflli
Glenn J. Melcher
Ann C. Wilcox
Harvey C. Jones
Julie Mikuta
Lenwood .. Lenny'' Johnson
Malcolm Lovell

Jeffrey B. Smith, Vice President of the Student Bar Assoc·iation at the Howard University Law School, feels that the First
Amendment is not being fully examined in
the case of the Virginia Moment of Silence
Law.
Smith said. "The American Civil Libertie~
Union (ACLU) often interprets the first

Compiled by Jmwtho11 C. Sim.<
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Docs copyright have meaning
in a digital world? Get the onllne
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perspective.
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www.ArtistsAgainstPiracy.com

clause of the amendment, 'Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of
religion,' and forgets the second part, 'or
prohibiting the free exerc ise thereof."
Smith feels that considering the clauses
together is the best way to ensure that neither is unconstitutionall y abridged to permit the proposed moment of si lence.
Smith's interpretation is prompted by the
recent dismissal of an attempt to hair rhe
execution of a law mandating that all public schools in Lhe
state of Virginia
begin the day with
a minute of
silence. Smith
feels that the second part of the
amendment
asserts that if
prayer were not
listed as an option
in this law, th e
rights of students
who want to pray
would be violated.
Smith' s
view is consiste nt
with that of Senator Warren E .
Barry (R-Fairfax).
who was quoted
in the Washington
Post as say ing,
"The word 'pray'
was used in the
legislation, so that
the statute would
not discriminate
against prayer."
Some students in
Virginia public
schools feel they
are being "ostracized'' by this law.
J effer son Hi gh
School for Science and Technology in Fairfax,
allows students to
leave the c l assroom during the
minute, provided
that they are quiet

••

and respectful while in the hall. Fairfax :
County has made it clear that students in ·
each of its schools can decide not to observe
the minute.
•: i
••
Late last momh. the state chapter of the 1
ACLU and 12 students of Virginia public
schools sued the state and asked U.S. Di~- :
tric1 Judge Claude M. Hilton for an imme- :
diate injunction against the law. Hiltoii ;
refused to suspend the legislation.
'
The new law is an amendment 10 a Jaw '
passed in 1976. which made the moment of
silence optional. T his law states that dur- t
ing the mandatory minute, students have the
option to "meditate, pray or engage in any l
other silent activity" that does not interfere :
with the choices of other students.
I
Be rnard Richardson, Dean of A ndrew :
Rankin Memorial Chapel, feels that the J
new law is fair. "You cannot mandat~ J
prayer, one always has the choice to pray
or not to pray. We are living in a time when
there is a breaking down of the wall that
exists between the sacred and the secular,
and as a nation, we are still struggli ng to
understand the implications of this on many
levels."
Tasha Gibson, a senior Chapel A ssistant,
feels that the teachers in these schools can
have a major impact on how the students
perceive this law. She suggests that teacll:
ers discuss the purpose of the moment;~
and emphasize that its function is to s ill\;•
ply allow them 10 "get their focus back dur.:
ing the day." Gibson said. "Teachers coukl :,
help them come up with stuff lo do during •
the time of silence." She also supports this '.
law as a way 10 give students time during :
the day 10 "j ust be sti ll," and collect their· :
thoughts.
~:
Derek Kindle. a 19-year-old legal commu~ (
nications major, does not support the':
minute being required by law. Expressing
his objection to the new law, he said that the •
law is "too suggestive of condoning religio93l
in the schools, and appears to actually man•:
date prayer. I think it should be at thi::,
school and/or county's disc retion to allo'{':

!

prayer.,,

• ·:
Dean Ric hardson caut ions agai nst thal ·i
action, saying, " I hope and pray that as :l~~
society we do not take the easy path of:,
denying religious freedom for the sake of:!
convenience."
~ ~

••
••
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~Presidential Race in a 'Dead Heat' Days Before Election
.

American public in a non•ideological
sense by suggesting that change is no1
a good idea at the moment. as well as
suggesting that he would be the beM
steward of the economy because of
Bush ·s inexperience and seemingly
radical plans. such as his tax plan and
Social Security plan, that could very
well upset things.
"Gore has the trump card of 1he
prosperity of the las1 eight years.
which he may have played 100 laic:·
added Vasu.

thal there wi ll be an external event 10
shake thing, up and cause a break
1oward one candidate or the other.
Taylor said. But there are. in his opinion. scvcml things that each candidate
should focu, on in onler to swing the
election in his favor.
"Bush needs 10 ponray himself as
a winner and be confident of victory
so that people will think of him as a
winner." Taylor said.
Taylor added that Gore needs 10
appeal to the conservatism of the

From ELECTION, Al
"Nader will receive no elector.ii
college votes. but in some pivotal
states he could take enough of the
Gore vote to give those states to
Bush,"
Nader is also receiving indirect
·• Republican suppon. as several of his
'• television advertisements are
,financed by nonpartisan groups that
, are partial to Bush. Hall said.
As the clock continues to count
,, down to Election Day. it is unlikely

•

,.

" It i, plausible that we might see
a break one way or the other in this
last week." said Taylor. "but it is
equally plausible that we'll go into
Election Day in a knife edge as we
are currently."
Regardless of the outcome of the
election. there will more than likely
be linle or no dmstic policy changes,
because whichever candidate wins
the election will have won by a very
slim margin and will, therefore. have
littl e mandate from the public to

implement his plan. Taylor said.
"What would make the next two
years productive is not really dependent upon the outcome of this election. but could be dependent upon
something like if the economy tanks
or a considerable amount of public
pressure for some kind of government action." he said.
But the outcome will have an
imponant effect on •he U.S. coun
system, particularly the Supreme
Court, said Hall. as it is very likely

1ha1 the next president will have
between two and four Supreme Coun
vacancies 10 1111 within the next four
years.
"(The election) will have a significant and profound inOuencc on the
coun," he ,aid. "ls"1cs such a< federalism. abortion and gun control
could be seriously challenged by
whomever is appointed."

:,~Proposed Southeast Freeway More May Bring Traffic Woes to District
; 18y JONATHAN

C, SIMS

'"Hilltop Staff Writer

-··
-•• The downtown area of the District may have more
, traffic woes in the coming years if the proposed
~·Southeast freeway is picked up by the D.C . coun1
.,
cil.
' If inacted, the plans for the freeway will include
'the building of a new boulevard going along the Anacostia River and tunnel in replacing the bridge which
'connects Southeast to the rest of the District. The
~:\,Ian also calls for a tunnel which will run under the
~'P otomac River, replacing the bridge.

·-

,.

The proposal came from Joseph Passooeau, a pri- · G streets.where the ramp begi ns.
Passancou also said, "This is just a proposal, this
vate contractor of DC, who sees the project as a rcvitiliz.ation of the Anacostia neighborhood. Passoneau is not definite.'' The plans have to go to the DC
said. "New businesses will be built and nothing will Office of Planning and then the DC Council for
be torn down.'' Crystal Kunglal, a local business approval. If approved, the Federal Highway Comowner in the area. was concerned about the projec1. mission must pass a budget and the pJan will be set
"The project wi ll affect me personally not just in stone.
Passaneou said. "The cost for this is not known, yet
because of my business. but because I live right
under the 8th and G SI. ramp," Kunglal said. Pas- since this is preliminary." If everything goes as
saneou assured that, "This proposed project will not planned the project will start in two to three years.
"The project will have two pha.5es, phase one will
tear down the ramp instead it will shift it. And no
one will have to move.''
start with H street 10 Barney Circle and phase two
Pe1msylvania Avenue, one of the district ·s busiest will consist of the expansion of Virginia Ave 10 160
streets, would be under construction around 8th and feet. and the construction of the tunnel," said Pas-

,;
,_

Virginia Foster Parents No
Longer Have to Spare the Rod

GOT MONEY?

·"

·'

Air Force ROTC does!

Earn a degree while training to become an Air Force officer'. Upon graduation ,
~ you have a gu!~!:~iob with great pay and benefits waiting for youl
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College Students
Undergraduate ~ G~puatf3
Graduating HS Seniors (20Q1)
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Book Mo11ey
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Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 is based at Howard University and also
•~ supports students attending the following universities and colleges:
A'merican1,Catholic, Georgetown. George Washington, Marymount, rrinity, & UOC

.-,

saneou.
Some are concerned about the the project because
they see it as a way 10 kick out residents of Southeast by raising housing 1~11cs due to re\'itilization.
Passaneou assured that this is not going to be happen. "No one will ham to move:· Passaneou said.
Tum Num . of Capital Hill C leaners said that it will
affect her traffic commute. " I live in Virginia and I
will have to go that way 10 and from work. so I hope
the traffic situation will be under control,'' Num ,aid.
Since the project occurs in 1wo phases. traffic woe~
of Pennysylvania's 90.000 passersby will be
reduced.

By T INA l\1ARIE MARTINEZ

Hilltop Staff Writer
Outrage. disappoi ntment and concern are the feel•
ings of many social workers and children·:, advocates
after a Virginia agency passed a rule allowi ng foster parents the right to spank children placed in their
care. The shortage of foster parents is what officials
cite as the cause of the decision.
Most states ha,•e some type of restrictions or rules
against corporal pun ishment. including the District
of Columbia and Maryland. Many fear this new ruling wi II have irreversible damage on foster children .
Louis H. Henderson. President and Founder of the
National Association of Fonner Fo~1erCare Children
ot'America, DC Chapter. said. "I personally grew up

in foster care and spanking \\'a5 ne\'er reinforced with
loving care. My concern is who will monitor these
foster parents. The system is not equipped to monitor foster parents who care for children with emotional abuse. I do not suppon the ruling.·
Virginia ·s past regulations prohibited spanking.
pinching. and shaking. The new rule still bans pinching and "har,h" shaking. ln addi tion, foster parents
will be required to pro, idea writlen disciplinary plan
to the foster placement agency. Virginia officials
feel the new ruling will boost the number of foster
care parents, since, in the pa,t foster parents have
opted not 10 take children in because they feared
being charged II ith child abu,e fon, hat t11e} \'iewed
a, disciplinary action

For .Wore Information Contact
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130
Lt Colonel Francine (;oodc
fgoodc•ii;howard.cdu

.,
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moving. \Valk, dance or ride a bike. Even less st renuous acti vitirb, like
gardening or window-shopping, can help reduce your risk faccors. l,1 fact,
there are lots of ways to keep from becon1i.ng a sitting tm·grt. To learn
about them. call 1-800-AHA-USA 1. Or visit 11s at
American Heart
,,.,,.,,,,,
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NATION & WORLD
Vote your Conscience Tuesday
One lamen1s that this great nation with great
intellectual gurus, selects the least visionary for
leadership. According to Rousseau. you don't
have a right to enslave yourself. We enslave ourselves when we do not choose the right leadership
who understands that we live in a world where
extreme poverty of the many is in conflict with the
extreme wealth of the few.
We Jive in an age where governments legitimize and endorse the stealing of public funds by
the so called bi llionaires. It is an age where we
now have gJobalized oppression and citizens have
become pawns in the wings of their nation states.
In this scenario, the freedom of the individual is
lost to the general will. What he has is but a limi1ed freedom.
Our new leader. Gov. George W. Bush or Vice
President Al Gore, will become 1he leader of the
free world, come November 7. This new leader
must have the ability and capacity to discover why
the res1 of the world hales America instead of
spending $14 billion to protect 1he U.S. Embassies
abroad.
Furthennore. education. healthcare, social security are non-big issues. Subsequent leaderships
have harped on 1hem, so much so. that 1be issues

I

I
I

\

i

The Contenders

Election Commentary

By EWA UNOKE
Na1ion & World Edilor

r-,

are now 1ri1e and over flogged. Have the American people Josi their power to the governmen1?
People and leaders must be directed 10 do things
on the basis of knowledge. It is only a knowledgeable leadership which will undersiand that
there is conflict be1ween black and white; rich and
poor, wife and husband. family and work. 1he con1rolling elite and the con1rolled. In the absence
of such leadership. I would ra1her advise my race
1hat ii is nol yel time for uhuru. therefore. we mus1
vote our conscience come Nov. 7.
If Gore loses the popular vo1es, he may win
majori1y of theelecioral colleges and still win the
election. If we can rely on la1est vox popli. Bush
may win by popular votes. but bolh arc s1ill close
in several elec1oral college counts. It is a dicey
situa1ion. Hotline Political Newsletter gives
Bush 252 elec1oral votes. Gore 231 elec1oral
votes; ABC 205 and 204; EBS News 205 and 204:
NBC 209 and 175: CNN 205 and 175: Fox News
235 and Gore 228. Suppose 1here is a tie? In 1he
election of 1800. Thomas Jefferson had a 1ie with
Aaron Burr. Scholars are dusting off constitutional textbooks in prepara1ioo for thinking the
un11tinkable - where House delegates would casl
a single vo1eeach to elec1 the presiden1 if both candida1es score equal votes in lhe November elections.

'I

_j
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Texas Gov. George \ '1. Bush

Vice President Al Gore

Howard Graduate Students Predict Next President
By E WA UNOKE,
Narion & World Editor
The American people are familiar wi1h the axiom.
"uneasy lies 1he head that wears 1he crown.'' But a head
must wear the presidential crown come November 7,
2000. It is hard 10 1ell whether Al Gore and George W.
Bush chose 10 contest the crown. or if 1hey were chosen
through popular mandate. If so. was such choice based
on intell igence. wisdom,
or wealth? However, the White House wi ll soon receive
a new tenant who may no1 be as charming as Bill, bul
whom the world will soon begin to wa1ch closely as he
leads the most powerful nation into his1ory.
History is on 1he side of Howard University 100. 11was
an Act of Congress which gave binh to the Mecca, whose
motive is leadership for America and the global comminity. Political science graduate -students have been
1alking about the next poli1ical prince of the free world.
Tiffanee L. Dykes, law school graduate and PhD. s1uden1 of International Rela1ions, feels 1hat neither Bush

nor Gore has "fully addressed 1he African-American
problem.'' She agrees that Bush has creden1ials and a
prac1ical sense of what is going on since he
ha.s been a governor. but "he has no expertise in any area
especially in foreign affairs.'' Speaking on Gore. she says.
"I 1hink Gore will win. He has s1rongerdomestic pla1fonn
.The sirong economy favors his candidacy also, but hi,
repu1a1ion is no doub1 linked with lhe present adminb•
tration." Dykes further feels 1hat both men have serious
flaws. "Al Gore h.1s been a senator for many years yel.
he is qui1e,
removed from the people. He has also been overshadowed by the Clin1on image. Gore does 1101 have a strong
awareness of wha1 pecoples· in1eres1s are. He also lacks
1he personality and me, which Bi ll Clinion has in dealing with administrative issues and 1he public.
Commenting further on Bush. she insis1s tha1 "Bush has
no clear policy streng1h or expertise. Wha1 is he good ai?
" She concludes.
Tasha L. Davis. Presiden1 of the Gradua1c Political Science S1uden1s Association ,md a Mas1cr s degree s1uden1

of lnterna1ional Relaiions. believes that both Bush and
Gore are nol natural. They 1ell 1heir audience what such
audience wants to hear. "Gore came 10 Howard and miked
abou1 education because he knows abom the hardship s1udents from 1he minority group go 1hrough in 1he payme111
of school fees. I 1hink 1heir political campaign policy is
different groups. different agenda 10 get their vo1es." she
said.

"Bush has no good ,en,c of foreign policy and 1ha1 plays
in101he American life. How can we have a Presiden1 who
cannol articula1c 1hc rela1ionship between our na1ion and
the rest of 1he world'!" She believes the race will be close
"bul Gore will win. The de1ermining fac1or will be
African-Americans getting ou1 10 vo1e."
Asked whether there will ever be a Black Presidenl in
the U.S. Davis said. "Yes. 400 years ago if you asked
wlte1her a slave would be free. ii could have been
unimaginable. but today he is. Yes. socic1y is changing
and jusi one day. a black presideni of 1he Uni1ed States
will emerge. We have 10 be op1imistic."
Doe, ii mean that Blac~ Nationalism is a dead issue'?

Tasha argues 1ha1 "tltai is not the way the world works.
Interdependence is 1he issue. We need 10 know how to ·
use 1he resources avai !able to take advantage of what is
1here. For now. the black people are kind of stalked. Yes,
you were cheated. Yes. you were enslaved. Now ifs 1ime
1osay no more. I am going 1oge1 up. J'vebeen held down
for 100 long. I am going 10 ge1 up and help fellow broth•
ers and sis1ers."
Anthony U. Murphy, a Master's student of Public
Admislnllion. 1hinks that Gore will win the elections. He
coniends that 1he Oemocra1ic party has iargeted the
African American socie1y while. the Republican party ha,
1101 done a good job. h ha, 1101 reached out enough to 1he
minorily. On 1he que;1ion of a black presidenl. Murphy
said, "\Vhal will it prove? In 1erms of improving lhe
African American society. no., I do not think the while
people will believe that a black pre~ideni is good enough.
Remember 1hc ca~e of the first black governor of Virgina.
L. Douglas Wilder? Asked whe1her the African American socie1y has been in1egrated enough as 10 forge! the
issue of black na1ionalism? He answered. "No.''

More than Giving Back
Howard Alumni and Returned Volunteers
Discuss the Rewards of Service

ABBOTT
LABORATORIES

Celebrate the 40 year Howard Unive rsity

Guest Lecture Series at
Hou,ard University

and Peace Corps connection! Howard
graduates and returned Peace Corps
volunteers discuss how Peace Corps

Monday, Noveinber 6 1 2000
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.1n.

changed their lives and shaped their
c a reers. Find out how you could
c o ntinue the le gacy in making a difference!

Thursday, November 9
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Blackbum Center
East Ballroon1

.:·:·/ •'---;
I

,•

,.;:-Ralph Bunche International Affa irs C e nter
2218 6th Street, NW

I
Dr. Joh11 M . Leonard
World-Renown ed Scientist

Peace Corps Volunteers enjoy:
• Tw o y ears o f persona l and
profe s sional growth .
• No n-competitive eligibility for
some government jobs upon
return .
• $6,075 in the bank a fte r
returning home.
• Free trave l to and from the ir
country of se rvice.

Dr. John M. Leonard will be the keynote speaker at the Abbott l aboraco, ies
Guest Lecrure Series. This Guest Lecrure Series is des,gned to prom<Xe student
awareness of inrlustry ne, hctwC<'n scicnGc, and bos►n!lss.

Abb0tt Laboratories has been :i leader m AIDS rese.>rch since the e•rly years of
,he, cpidcmk:. In 1985, the co111p~ny dewlopl\d thEI f•~t licemed te;c co detect
HIV ir1 die blood Dr Leon:ud is the V1<.e President of Pharma~eut,cal
Development ac Abbott and he is r.-_sponsihlc for the invention of Abbott's fim
and second-generation protease inhrbrtor, ustod in m,ating HIV/AIDS.

:\ABBOTT

....., LABORATORIES
Quality Health Care Worldwide

Au Equal Oppommicy Employer. we <lfC ,ommiucd to employee dtw:tsity

www.abbott.com
www.peacecorps~gov • (800) 424-8580 (option 1) •

Let's See... Gore or Bush?
Naw, Give Me Clinton
COLUMN

From
A3
lege free? Then again we are also
the same country that forgave Clinton after he admitted he deceived the
American public with his denial of
sexual actions with Monica Lewinsky.

As for Bush, the buck should stop
in Texas. Under Bush's leadership,
the state fried more blacks than
KFC. Texas has had the most executions in the country. And AfricanAmerican executions heavily outnumbered the white.
But according polls. Americans

From
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agree with his views on the death
penalty. Most Americans agree that
the law is for deterrence, not
revenge. Bush also says he is not
proud of Texas's high death penalty totals.
But Bush has some clever views
on education. He wants a $275 million pre-paid college tuition tax
credit, an $ 1,800 increase in the
maximum !'ell Grant amount, a~d
S400 mi Ilion for after school pro-

grams.
It sounds good on paper. but is
Bush really qualified to be president? He has only held public office
for six years, and on several occa-

MEMORIES, Al

lime," Benha M. Jones from Beaumont,
Texas said while flanked by her daughter
Linda Burke and son-in law Miguel Burke.
"Jacqueline wanted to come back to
Howard before 1he new millenium. She
and her classma1es from 1he class of 1969
came 1oge1her 10 cclebrale Homecoming (in
1999)," Jones said wi1h a glimpse of sadness in her eyes. Bui 1he sadness quickly
1umed into pride-Bison pride, as she
spoke of what Howard meant to her late
daughler.
"She lived in Crandall Hall and Meridi•
an Hill. She was also a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. graduate chapter. My daughter was very involved in campus life."
LaVonne Burke remembers Homecom-

Students Debate Taking Out Student Loans
LOANS,

sions he has looked incompetent
after questions were fired at him by
reporters.
Gore definitely has the edge. It's
as if I would chose the lesser of two
evils.
If I can't get Clinton, I'll take the
next best thing: his Vice-President.
Sorry Bush but I have had enough
of the Bush fami ly. Isn't that why
American didn't re-elect your
father?
When I cast my vote for Gore on
Tuesday, in a sense I' II be registering a vote for the person who should
be in office: Bill Clinton.

ing last year and the time she spent wilh her
Aunl Jacqueline.
"My aunt passed 1hree weeks af1er she
left me for Homecoming on November
26." For LaVonne. remembering her aunt
chis Homecoming is more imponant than
wearing the crown for lhe School of Engineering. Ahhough, she explains, representing her school holds a grea1 significance
100.

"I feel really great 10 have the opponuni1y 10 represenl th~ School of Engineering.
We have a presence here on campus and I
want others to know ii. But chis title is not
abou1 the crown only. I wanted to compe1e
last year, but I was unable to. My aunl didn't
have a chance to see me do this. My vic10ry-my crown, is for my aunl too," LaVonne
Burke said. Her brother, Miguel "Miko"
Burke n stood by his sister's side in reflection. "Miko'' graduated from the School of

From
Al
the 01her hand. s1udents do not dispule 1he fact 1hat :,cholarships and
other forms of financial aid are
more reliable since ii is "free
money."
"I apply for work-s1udy. I havcn·t
applied for scholarships. The best
choice will be lhrough scholarships if you have good grades. The
money is out there," Dean said.
"Tne scholarships ought 10 be the
first thing 1ha1 you look al. Loans,
to me, being a parent myself,
would be the lasl allcmative. If
your child is doing well in school,

scholarships are the first 1hing 1ha1
you, as a parent, should go afler,"
Griggs said.
Griggs attribu1ed 1he problem 10
lack of knowledge as to where 10
find the best scholarships available to s1uden1s. "There is a 101 of
money out 1here. There is no discrimination in giving away scholarships. You jusl have to go seek
them, Griggs said."
As a resu lt of the increasing
demand for loans. 1he Depanment
of Educa1 ion has moved 10
improve the qualily of loans thal
are available 10 studenls. Last
mon1lt 1he Department, in a press

FromANALYSIS,At
Communications in 1996 and now works
for Vibe On-Line as an editor. This is the
first time he has returned 10 Howard since
graduation.
Joining him in this four-year reunion
was his girlfriend. Tawanna Allen from
Milwaukee, WJ and a 2000 graduate from
Howard's School of Business. This recenl
graduate is now a tabulator for Sound Scan.
a company that compiles the "Top IO List
·• for Billboard.
Jones ended 1heir weeklong celebra1ion
"with a big dinner and a nap." Jones said.
The rest of the Burke clan smiled in agreement before joining hundreds of vendors
and other Bison families who traveled by
plane, bus, car and 1rain for 1he opponunity to celebra1e and to reflec1.

pation.
Alumni events were few and far be1ween. There
were acouple events where graduating c!asses gOI
1ogether10 mix and mingle with oldclas.~rnates, bu!
it was not enough 10 represenl the thousands of
Howard graduates.
•
Homecoming was also very expensive. Evenl
prices were OOI geared 1owards a s1udent's budget
The wor.,1 pan is that mos1 of the shows were OOI
worth 1he money charged for admission. II seems
the tickel prices rise as the quality of Homec<m1ing evenL, fall. Mose students probably couldn ·1
afford 10 attend all the events even if they ,van1ed
to.
Homecoming did have some highlights.
The football game had 10 be 1he week's bes!
anraction. It showed the visitors the 1rue essence
of Bison spirit. The stands were jam-packed -a
linle too tight - the team was winning-finally, and
the crowd was lively. The bes1 part abou1 the game
was that ii was free for snidents.
The step-show ,v-JS well org.inized and security did a good job managing the crowd. S1udents
attested to the creativity of the fraternities and sororities chat stepped. The event w-.is a winner.

release, men1ioned lower interest
rates on Direcl Student loans. The
U.S . Secretary of Educa1ion.
Richard W. Riley announced that
"millions of student borrowers who
repay 1heir loan; on lime or consolidate them in10 the direcl loan
program can expect lower in1erest
rates beginning chis year."
''These new incentives, combined
with earlier Admin istration
improvements in lending programs. now enable students to save
more 1han Sl,300 over the life of
SI0.000 in loans," an official from
the Depanment ofEduca1ion said.

The comedy show, the Mr. & Ms. HO\v-.ird
pageant, Coronation Ball. and Yard Fest were also
winners.

But as good as those shows were, ii can't erase
thedisappointmen1ofthehip-hoproooen. Rappers
Ludacriss and Prodigy couldn"t mustcrup enough
hype on the yard 10 get students exciled.
S1udents got a real treal when rapper Jay-Z perfonned songs from his extensive repenoire for free
Frid:,y. Even 1hough his visit was nol the doing of
the Steering Committee. it still ga,-e srudenL~ a lasting memory of the week.
The club scene during the week \\,as also a highlight
Some clubs charged as much $100 for admit•
lance inside. bu1 students still flocked to sites hoping to see the next celebrity. It M:Cmed as if everyone wen1 out 10 enjoy Homecoming.
Overall the week wa,s luke wann at best. It had
more holes in it than Swiss cheese. Next year's
committeeshouldtieupsome l~ends. They can
stan by giving at least a 1wo week guest no1icc.
Maybe the comminee can al:,o lower ticke1s prices,
and give students the opponunity 10 get seais first
The2lXll committee should learn fromthemistnl<es of their predecessors and 1hen Homecoming
will rerum 10 its fabled glory.
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•
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lnt: r od u c ing 2-way t:ext messaging. Free
■

a n d u n li rn it:ed t:h ro u gh February 200 I •
Just. bec::,use you ca n"t. t.::,. lk out loud . doesn"t: m onn you cnn " t keep t.:t lkin g.
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I 800- IMAGINE.
att.com/getconnected

$ 50
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IT'S THAT TIME

/

AGAIN ...
General Mandatory Registration
for Spring 2001
Monday, November 6 - Friday, November 17

,

SCHEDULE
CLASSIFICATION*

DATE

DAY

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

November6
November7
November8
November9
NovemberlO
Novemberll
November 12
November13
November14
November 15
November16
Novemberl7

Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore/ Freshman
Freshman
Graduate/ Professional
All
All
All
All
All
.
.
All

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please contact Enrollment
Management/Records (806-2712), "A" Building Room 104.
•

•

Printouts will be available in Cramton Auditorium November
November 17th.
WHEN YOU REGISTER, Think

,

I
iI
I

\
I

II
i

Students are required to meet with their academic advisor for discussion and
approval of proposed course selections before using HU B.I.S.O.N.
(202-806-4537, 7 AM-7PM).
6 th

I

through

i
I

i

I
lI

•

I

I

••
•
•
'

''3''

•

Press "3" if you want to receive credit for your courses.

•

Press "3'' when you finish entering your courses to make sure that they are
confirmed.

•

Take 3 minutes to pick up your printout at Cramton.

--
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
College of Engineering, Architecture and Cornputer Sciences
and

BLACK & VEATCH
present
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Do Yoz, Wa11t to Atte11d Law Sclio(J/?

Patricia Roberts Harris Public-Affairs Program
Howard Unive rsitv
The Patricia Roberts Harris Public Affairs Prognm or Howard Cniversity is

Howard Uni,rersitv., School of Law

pleas~d to announce the availability of se,·eral internships for Spring ?000

l¥ill Host

Holvard U,iive,~sity Sti,dents

·• Failure to share our concerns and to
spark othus to equal concern ... is 10
break fauh with the democraric process··
Parricia Roberts Harris {19:!./-85)

Visit Law School Classes
Get Scholarship & Financial Aid Information
Tour the Law School Campus

WHEN
Wednesday, November 8, 2000
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM

WHERE
Howard University School of Law
2900 Van Ness Street, NW
Washington, DC 20008
l'ltasl' RSVP allendancc onlv
at
•

The Admissions Office at (202) 806-8008/9

You

O ►ve

It 1'o Yourselj'1'o Visit Our l.,alv School

The .- \pplica1io11 Oi•,u/liilefor /-'all 2001 is ,'rlarch 31''

ELIGIBILITY
Students must be enrolled at undergraduate or graduate/professional level m Howard L"niversity.
A)lD should have at least one full semester (preferably, one full year) remaining at Howard
following the internship.
Undergroduates must have completed at least twenty-seven credit hours at the time of application
AND have at least a 2.75 cumulative grade point average A.1'JD a 3.0 ave:age in the major area of
study.
Graduate/ professional students must have completed at least one sem(ster of s:udy at Howard
University AN"D have at least a 3.0 grade point average in their graduate and, or professional
coursework.

SELECTION CRITERIA
❖ Academic Perfonnance
❖ Potential for professional growth and development (,o be ascen:iined from material
submitted by the applicant and a personal interview with then Selection Committee).
❖ Knowledge of the career and accomplishments of Patricia Robens Harris
HOW TO APPLY
The application consists of six pans:
❖ Completed application fonn
❖ Official Howard University transcript
❖ Submittal of a current resume
❖ Three letters of recommendation (on recommendation fonns) from Howarc! University
faculty members and/or staff persons familiar with the accomplishments of the
applicant
Pick up appl ications in the Patricia Roberts Harris Public Affairs Program office. located m the
Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center (22 18 6'h St. NW). For funher details. contact Mr.
Howard Hardy@ (202) 806-4363. DEADLINE: November 15.2000.

Sponsored by the (;SA
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We Support Gore
Vote. Need we ,ay it again? Finally. the time has
come for your opinion to count to the entire nation.
Fourda)> from today. )OU will make one of the most
critical dcci,ions of your life. Don't throw the
chance awa). We need not ,ay that it will be you
complaining, protesting and mourning if you allow
George W. Bu,h to be elected
We need not say that a, American,. young American, and e,pccially ,-oung Afrkan- ,\mcricans.
your ,ote has ne,er been more impera11,e to your
country·s security within the la,t decade then it is
now. The Milltop. without question. firmly endorse
Al Gore for U.S. Pre,idcnt. In the words of Re\'erend Jesse Jackson. we encourage you to do the
same and ..,tay out of the Bush-cs." Gore and
Lieberman aim to lead America forward technologically. socially. environmentally and economically while Bush aims to regre" eight years and pick
up where "dad" left off. Whether Republican or
Democrat i, your pan} of choice. ,,e nel.'d not ,a)
that this election is no longer based upon pany
di,ide, and preference, but on moral respon,ibili-

L
I II

r.,

ty to pre,ent a m,m who defends hate crimes to eater

the White llouse.
We need not say that there is a widespread, gutfeehng that tells us that Bush has degenerati\e
intentions for African-Americans and minorities ai.
a ,,hole. And a, for those supponing Nader on
Tuesday. we need not ,ay that you are giving away
, otc, that ,, ill actual!} mean somcthin1 if the) are
cast for Gore. Nader. though ,howing budding
promi,e for our nation. reali~tically ha, lcs, of a
chance being electing than President Clinton (and
we all wish that were possible).
Never in the la,t 40 years has an election race been
close in the poll, "here e,ery ,ote canies weight.
We need not say that you. reading this, you have an
obli1wtion 1f not to your country. then your family.
friends and your,elf. to \'Ole. Remember. not vot•
ing i, the ,ame a, ,oting for Bnsh. Do you want to
be rc,ponMble for that disa,ter? We need not say
thi>. but ju,t in ca,e )OU need 10 be told one more
timea:Votc. Gore. No,embcr 7. Gore. Tue,day.
Gore

•

ORE
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An Average Homecoming
The balloon, ha,e deflated and the Jumbotron on
the main yard has been disassembled. The sweet
,mell, of grilled com and chicken wing, that hung
heavy over the Yard during the Yard Fest have long
since dissipated. Only m.:morie, remain of
I loward's Ii i,t Homecoming or the millennium.
But unlike the b.1lloon, and the con•. the memories \\ ill not be colorful or sweet.
Thi, ~car·, Homecoming lacked the a11e-in,pir111g hype and aur,1 ol a trnly great e,ent. I he Ste rmg commutce. though they "orked hard for the few
d.1ys lcadmg up to the ,tan of the "eel-. foiled to
full)· prepare for .icti, itic, "hich ldt gaping holes
m the overall Homecoming e,perience.
Ad,crtisemeoh for most of the C\'enl\ were produced only one \\s'Ck before the st,1!1 of the \leek.
This perhaps wa., the most egrcgiou, en'Of made by
the committee. Traditionally the bigge,t pan of
I lomernming is the expectation leading to it. Why
the commith:e failed to ,1d,en1-.e the cost of e,cnts.
or offer ticket pack.Jges tor students us was done in
the p,tst. is bc)ond comprehcn,1on.
What's more is that this year's Homecoming
acti, itics offered nothing ne" in the wa} of e,ems.
There have been no new ac11v1tie, during Homecoming since Haiki Halisi. Homecommg chair

1997-98. began the tmdit ion of an opening ceremony fireworks display. And S\\ uching the ,enue
of the hip hop concen to Club 2: K:9 was not an
1mpro,ement o,cr la,1 year", canceled concen.
The Momccoming steering committee was wrong
1n behe\'ing that ,tudent, \\OU Id an)(iousl} await or
avidly ,uppon a repeat of last year\ a\'erage Home.:01111111·

The onl) jewel, m the crown oft hi~ )C.tr', Hornecominr were the pageant. step sho\\, Yard Fes1 .ind
the football game - 111ost of these events were
be}ond the control of the lack-luster Steering committee. It needs to be noted here that the biggest
alumni e, cnt during Homecoming week was a
pany at a club spon5orcd by someone who can bare1} be called an alumni: Sean .. Puffy.. Comb,.
Encased in a bulletin board at the end of power hall
are the photos of the studenh who worl-ed on this
year's Ho111ecoming fc,ti,•itJes. Underneath the
,nap ,hot of each Homecommg staffer is an adjec11,c. suppo,edly descrihing the person in the picture. I lowe,er. alter a re, iew ofthi, year\ le:,s-than•
,tellar act1vit1e,. one de5cripti\'e word is
compicuously missing from the display: average.
We gi,e I lomecommg a grade of ··e,"

What's Your
Opinion?
e encourngc our
reader, to write letters 10 the Editor.
Tell u, wha1 you think about the
paper and it, content,.
We \!rive 10 produce a quality
weekly with new, p.1ge\ that arc
devoid of slam or personal bin,.
PICl™: address all letters or com•
ment, 10 The Hilltop. 225 1 Sherman A,c.. NW. Wa,hington. DC.
20001. You can also c-ma,I u, di
thchilltop@hotmai l com

W
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Whene,er people complain. it is petulant and
juvenile. Momecoming this year was decent: JayZ appeared. the ,cner:ued Jumbotron arm·ed and
worked. Yard Fest was ,moky as e,er and full of
freah. there wa, human jump-roping at the Step
Show. the Fa,hion Show wa, slick. we 1ro11 the
game. ther, "ere balloom. ct, Whm exactly wa,
the problem'!
So the concen was not Puff Dadd). Puff Daddy
blows. So Christ did not descend from the hea,ens
and anoint Mr. lloward on the basis of his perm.

Who care,? Homecoming was a big pany like it
alway, is. and for those who,ought to pany, it was
fun. For tho,e who chose to complai n. weU. who
care,·/ You ,hould ha,e run 10 Robin·s earlierto get
your liquor. As the only edi tor who did not attend
any Homecoming events. perhap, the "B'' that I
gini the festivities arc out of ignorance. but it
seemed like ao) other Homecoming to me. a welloiled puny locomoti\'e with a gang of freak:, on the
train platform.
- Mic/Jae/ Winfield

An Unjustifiable Murder
The Farifax County District Attorney has taken
down the \Ctlue ot a hum,m life another notch. Calling the Prince Jones shooting ajustifiahle murder,
he ha, said that the officer had the right to shoot
Prince Jones. The officer who felt his Iifc w:h in
danger. The officer "ho followed a man for so
many miles in an unmarked car and pointed a gun
in hi, face. This ,amc officer who failed to run
Jones· plate numb,:n,. call for backup. or identify
himself a, a Prince George's County police officer.
He was right bec,mse Prince Jones \\a, wrong for
being a black man in a SUV. At least that·s what
the DiMrict Attorney ,ays. What about the danger
Jones felt a, he was being followed'? What about
the danger he felt a, he was being hunted by this
per'°n in the gray Mit,ubishi? What about the

impc(lding danger that Jone, felt he was leading to
his liance and daughter? Is Jones ju~t an afterthought, a ,ad ca,e of mistaken identity? Now,
Jones· daughter will ne\'er have her father rock her
to sleep. walk her down the aisle. or see her graduate. His liance will ne\'er know him as her husband. His mother will ne\'er hug her son again. No
murder is c, er ju\tifiable. Each life is a, imponant
as the next. While the .. blue.. race may think they've
won another victory. the 1ni1h has yet to be seen.
Officer Jones \\ill pay for killing Prince Jones.
Therc·s one man that he must face that none of us
can escape. Onicer Jones. we may ha,·e ne,er seen
your face or know the real reason behind your
action. but your day in coun is coming.
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CORRECTIONS
ln Lhe article, "Dominica's
Prime Minister Rosie Douglas Dead at 59" ( I0/29).
we incorrectly reported
Prime M inister Rosie Doug las' birthdate. The late
Prime Minister of Dominica
was born on Oct.I 5, 1941.
He died 14 days before his
59th Birthday. He was
buried one day short of his
birthday. We regret the error.

In the article, "AK.As, Sigmas Win Firs t Place at
Annual Step Show" ( I 0/29),
the reporters failed to note
the performance of the
ladies o f Sigma Gamma
Rho. We regret this ommission.

The Hilltop is dedicated to
accuracy in its reporting and
editing. Corrections should
be reported to the editor at
(202) 806-4748.
Corrections will run on the
Editorial page each week as
they are identified.
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Now in itS 76th year, The Hilltop is written and produced
every Friday by the students of Howard University. With
a readership of more than 10,000 studentS and community members, the Hilltop is the largest black collegiate
newspaper in the nation.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page arc the
views of the The Hilltop Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the opinion of Howard University, its Administ.ration, individual Hilltop Policy Board members, or the
student body. The opinions expressed on the Perspectives
page are those of the writers and do not represent the view
of the Editorial Board.
The Hilltop encourages you to share your opinions on
anicles published in the newspaper. The Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and
grammatical errors. All letters should be typed, signed and
include a complete address and telephone number. Please
send letters to: 2251 Shennan Ave., N,v, Washington,
D.C. 20001. Questions, comments and lellers can also
be sent via email to: thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The advertising department can be
reached at (202) 806-6867. The editor can be reached at
(202) 806-4748.
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PERSPECTIVES
Can I Get An H-U?
Dane Bailey
Some 1hings are ineviiable. No human being can possibly live a full life wi1hou1 being shaped by in1erac1ions wilh others. The sense of self is born of a
reaction 10 outside ;1imulus. I was talking with a friend of mine a few days
ago about how surprising i1 is 10 discover 1ha1 you have friends who you won ·1
ever lose touch wi1h. Maybe 1his was sparked by Homecoming. seeing all 1he
alumni come backjusl 10 kick ii wi1h 1heirpeopleone more lime made u, see
ourselves in their place. I know who I'll be looking for al the reunion. who
will be coming 101he barbecues and who mychildren·s play aunts and uncles
will be. I am a different person than 1he freshman who walked through 1he
doors of Drew in I998 (it was hot a, hell and all my boys from 3rd floor know
whal I'm 1alkingabou1). l'm sure that I've changed forlhc bellerin some things
and not so sure about other things bul I'm learning 10 cope wilh ii all. I've
also seen my acquain1ances change into my friends and grow in their own
way. The mostimportanl lessons 1·ve learned :it Howard are the ones my friends
have taught me. When I return home for lhe summer I can see the change in
my friends and they notice the change in me too. I have invested part of myself
in the culture of Howard University. I can't escape how Howard has shaped
me. its traditions have become a part of my life. The last lime I went lo church
back home and we sang "Lif1 Ev'ry Voice and Sing;· 1 wanted 10 put my fisl
in the air and bow my head. My friends from back home tell me that I've
become a Howard man: I lake 1ha1 as a compliment. I like wha1 Howard has
done to me and for me. This university does the absolutely necessary job of
transforming young people into leaders. If you don't 1hink so you've either
been wasting your lime here or you haven't been examining yourself properly. The opportunities that Howard students rnke for granted al'! in 1ru1h
absolutely unique. Every day, we walk the same path that so many grea1 men
and women have walked. This school is our history. so we should dedicate
ourselves 10 furthering i1s 1radi1ion of excellence.

j

L.______________________________________,.t-

Don't Be a
Resume-Builder
Brittney Cooper
I

1 Howard University

is lhe quintessential microcosm of 1he real world, much
lnore so than similar universities. The diversity in perspectives. hometowns.
and hair. repre~nl the very best that lhe world has 10 offer. I am sad 10 say.
however. rhal student leadership on 1his campus also reflects 1he uninformed.
fish, and myopic ,•iews of those whom we call world leaders today.
onsidering the amount of talenl and skill thai is contained within this body
ten thousand Mude11ls. I'm surprised 1ha1 we are 001 more disgusted with
r archaisn1ftackofJ~I\OVatlon. ~hd repetition in student government. Each
)~arstudents claim lhal it is"this disgusl which motivates them 10 run for office
all in the name of CHANGE, ACCOUNTABILITY. and last spring's buzz
word: ADVOCACY.
!Why don't lhings change from year 10 year? Simple. Siudenl leaders navcr
rfally change their perspective. They have no understanding of how govcrnenl works. Take for instance lhe fac1 that ii is necessary 10 read 1he student
ns1i1u1ion before running for office. Now, ask how many of your elected
ficials did it'/ How do you change things, advocate for students and make
l~aders accountable if you are unaware of s1uden1s· rights and your cons1i1u1!onal duties? Each year student leaders go into office wilh the same mind as
their predecessors (although they'll swear it's different): 10 pu1 on successful
programs for lhe students and keep students informed. That's no1 what student GOVERNMENT is about. There is one programming body in 1he government and 1ha1 is the Undergraduate/Graduate Student As.,embly. How many
students know this•?
IFor 1hose of you ,vho don·1. it is our duly as s1ude111 leaders 10 inform you.
lnd we obviously have nol done a good job. This means 1ha1 each student on
t~is campus musl lake the ini1ia1ive 10 become informed him or he~lf by
ading 1he H-Book. 1he Hilllop, using Howard e-mail and encouraging your
iends 10 do 1he same. As you engage in personal fact-finding. 1hen you will
ave a clearer vi.cw of how lo lead ai Howard, and how when pu1 in a posi1/on on 1hc infamous HALL. with lots of politics, power. and politically pucri le
people to handle il and make sure 1ha1 students benefit in 1he end.
!Don '1 ge1 me wrong. There are some "soldiers" in our liule hall on the Hill•
!pp 1ha1 1ake your concerns home each night, that s1rive 10 make sure things
get belier, 1hat refused 10 be swayed by money, people or power. Unfortunaiely.
those efforts ge1 lost amidst 1he politics and self-in1eres1s of the RBs (resume' uilders).
You may ask wha1 the impetus forihis article is. Simple. S1ar1 planning now
add true. genuine issues 10 the spring campaigns. Many students have begun
flanning theirnext add ii ion to 1heir CVs, at your expense. and I'm urging you
IO prepare by finding oul now wha1 1he issues really are. who really has 1he
wer 10 solve the problems, and wha1 can realistically be done in one year
f effective student administration. 0011'1 be the next uninformed. apa1he1ic
ictims of our less-than-silver-tongued, misguided, albeit well-meaning
ower Hall Yes Men. The yeses very often have nolhing to do with you. Think
boul ii.

!7
i

Hos Wit' No Clothes Shakin' Dat Azz
Like Some Pros
Shannon Washington
To rest from gening our groove on. my friends and 1collapsed 10 a couch
in a semi-secluded area of 1he club near a group of guys I had known since
freshman year. Spirits were high. Everyone knew each other: 1hc atmosphere
was of a family-reunion: all was cool. Then she came. She was "was1ed." she
and her friend. Being led by a guy whom I knew by sight I was under the
impression 1ha1 she knew everyone there.
Being the Sagiuarius that I am. I was in my own world. So I didn ·1 pay much
a11c111ion 10 her. Until 1 noticed a shoe on my knee. Not your typical highheeled club shoe. No. One of those shoes with 1hc 4" heel. Tacky mu/ on my
knee? I pu,hcd it off and shifted my position 10 sec who it belonged 10. Indeed.
ii wa, ,he. With leg, wide, straddling the brother ncx1 to me in :, semi-lap
dance. Now. I htitl t,11oopl'lons: either scream on them both 10 make my presence known or .rust move. I wa, frozen. Luckily, she gol up and left.
So: my friends and I are screw-facing the brother nexl lo me. He felt it. So
he lef1 100. A liule bolhered. I went ou1side to gel some air and 1he11 wenl 10
1hc bathroom. I expected 1he res1 of my night to be okay. She was gone: it
was over. To my dismay, she was back when I returned! This time she seemed
more collected and was sining quietly. Watching her friend ge1 "fingered" by
her "date:· No. my eyes were certainly not deceiving me! But I could pretend. II was preuy dark. So I socialized with 1he surrounding sisters and bro1hers. I guess girl #I decided that her friend wasn't going 10 have all the fun .
So she danced with one ofmy friends. The brothas had 1he same facial expression lhal my sisters and I had: bewilderment. Bui I couldn't be mad al him:
I'm not anyone's moiher. So I jui,1 concentrated on my own experience.
Bui I wanted 10 scream. She eventually seuled back on 1he couch and gave

ciw,ey Cooper is 011 E11glis/J major and member t,f s111de111 gol'enime111.

Slumn,m llf,.1/1111~to11 tlu· Hilltor> Pmd11ctio11 t.ditor am/ catt be co111acted at
s_1,·ashi11gt,111@hmmrd.et/11.

I, Bitch
Breana Smith

m

t

another lap-dance 10 1mo1her brolha. One who I happen to know quite well.
He has always come off preny cool. Even in the club scene. Ju>t an all-around
nice guy. But this nigh! he lifted up her skirt and moved her around on the
couch to see how far he could go. He turned inlo something dark and very
ugly. I believe in the rig hi 10 gel freaky every once in a while ... as long as i1
is IN PRIVATE and CONSENSUAL. Not when you're in a club. With about
IO strangers surrounding you.
1fell helpless. I wattled 10 pull her off of him and proceed 10 give Ihem both
,wifl kicks in 1hc a ... I w:inred 10 slop the mu,ic and throw 1he lUmtable at
the both of 1hem. I wanted to knov. how not only he could take .1dvan1age of
her. bul how she could lei herself gel taken advantage of. Bur being me. I just
left and went to another room 10 release.
When we returned. she w,1' ,till there. A few minutes and , he suddenly left.
AII a11en1ion snapped to 1he brother. I wa, horrified 10 1he pounds and nods
he received as if he had done something good. Afler looking down at the floor
and seeing a used condom and condom wrapper. I wan1ed 10 cry and 'cuss. I
ask every one reading 1his. especially rhe brothers. do you ever think about
the consequence, of thi, type of beh.ivior·•
Sometimes I ju, 1wanl 10 shut my eye, and zone out and concentrale on bettering myself. Mayhe we ,hould all try that someu me.

I am a bitch.
Or at I least I can be. And I don't mean rhe trite linle acronym of Benutiful. J111elligen1, Talented. Charming. Honey. either. I am mean. demanding.
at limes manipulative. power hungry. and even downright nasty. On more than
one occasion. and oflen more than once a day. 1he bitch that I am just can·1
be contained.
Never call me a bitch.
So bitch. I asked myself. what's up with 1ha1? After all. 1 sing along proudly 10 Trina's "Da Baddest Bitch," and would easily refer to any female friend
of mine wi1h this moniker when recouming a story. For example. "Lei me rell
you about this bitch ..." Yet 1do 001 mean hernor myself any harm.
After much careful thought. study and deliberation I came 10 the conclusion that in addition 10 occasionally being a bitch. I contradict myself. I also
came to 1he conclusion thal as a woman, despite our numbers, I am a memberof a marginalized group. As a woman in a patriarchal society, I am socially oppressed. As a BLACK woman. I am jusl 1hankful to still be here. living
and breathing. As a member of this marginalized, socially-oppressed group.
I am free to use words that historically have served a tools for the oppressor.
towards my own inicrnal liberation. So yes. I am bitch. And what is worse] like it.

But no male may ever uner such word, again,1 me. As a man. he will inflict
coun1less indignation, and iniquities upon me. As a man. despite his numbers, he is nol a part of" marginalized group. As a man. he is a card-carry;ng member of the patriarchal esrnblishment 1ha1 seeks 10 opprei,s me. For any
man. particularly any black man 10 call me out my name 10 face or otherwise.
he is asking to receive a fury borne of centuries of disrespect, dbregard. and
disdain for whom I am. For any man 10 refer 10 women a; bitches. he is
affronting his very p:1ssagc in10 1his world.
Nevertheless. 1he words we speak become our actions. and uhima1ely
define us. Am I a bitch? And rather what does that mean? If ii means ambilious. power-hungry :tnd tenacious. then sign me up for the bitches. Bui if it
means peny. small-minded. and vicious, then I would assuredly refrain from
the term. Sadly. we are 100 often being defined by someone el;e. and r.irely
is l1bern1ion the omcome of our l:mguage use.
Truly, there is no true freedom to come from profanity or self-deprecation.
Trina and Lin le Kim arc not uplifting our gender. The only real effect of using
bitch so ubiq11itously rs that we become inured 10 i1, hardened from the vigilant proleclion of our identity.
Brea11a Smith is" Physic.,/ Political Science Major.

Autonomic Pilot
About 1wo red-brick blocks from Slowe Hall. a geri•
atric genlleman ,creams from his porch. He cannot m,Ulage to manipulate his mandibles anymore, so bis
screams are guttural and muted. the cries of maimed
children. Every day 1 stroll from the cafe. and choose
the circuitous roule. without fail, l see and hear this man.
He is always accoutered nallily. that is, for a man
depleted of dhcipline by age into a doddering town-

Michael Winfield
crier. Like heroin-addicts who loiter io front of
methadone clinics. his pants and jackel match, his
shoes and bell match. his shirt completes 1he color wheel
triad. Junkie,. of cClurse. are junkies because they have
been enabled into ineftkacy by loved ones, lhe same
loved ones who dress them so fondly. 111is man was
most likely dressed by his wife or his daughter or
someone who similarly encouraged and ignored his
rampant senility.

The first time I saw lhe senile stranger. he paused in
bis raging rant 10 reply 10 my inquisitive glan,-e, which
had lasted only a second, w1d had been beamed out of
the periphel'} of my pupil. His eyes shone lucidly. His
head raised in sanity. His dogged face grizzled with gray
hairs became elastic with e.~pectancy. "Have a nice life,"
be said. with austere profundity and nbsen1 fimuity. He
1hen reJ)<!ated it 10 himself, but bis lips barely managed
to mouth i1. Since I overdosed on sciencc-fic1ion before
tbe age of mclve {from Ao.sh Gordon 10 Buck Rodgers
10 The Bantus of Mars 1!!). I have a penchant for paranoid delusions with a ~cieoce•fiction clement. I could
not help bu1 think that through a quantum-mechanical
1cmporal mishap, somehow this raving lunatic "as
myself. and I, overburdened by both lhe onus of telling
myself something great and the Minotaur of senility
ch3ll!ing through the labyrinth of my nervous mind and
lhe opprobrium of nol knowing what 10 say, scnled on:

"Have a... nice life.'' Yes. that works. JI is one of those
things that if you are listening. and your mind is op,:n.
actt.i.~ly makes sense.
The next time I .aw him, be rallied: '1'be Bible does
not say that God danmed lhe Negrn ...tbat is a lie 10 persecute!" There are scholars who would lake tenfold the
time to elaborate and explicate dus idea. But it needs
no more henneneutical exegesis than the amClunt afforded it by this polemicist. His neighbor, spiuiog in lhe wilted grass of bis lawn. cared not for the sentiments of the
senile sage across the street. He then scratched his head.
lifting up his netted bn,eball cap, revealing a head
shimmering in sweat seduced in1oexis1cnce by the sun.
Another time, he groY. led about something or other,
but I wa., lost in an apiary of mental activity. and did
not bear. He lcaaed forward suddenly and asked. "Have
you got a cigarelle?"'
No, I don't smoke," I replied. I did not think be did,
either. N0t now. anyhow. Perhaps he did before, when

he was a person. Now, he was just a husk, wasn't he?
A senile soothsayer 1>11 autonomic piloi'
Bur cvcry1lung he says i, cogent and concise. and what
is even more, true. Maybe he was just kicked in lhejnw
by a horse ,;cvcral months ago and hasn't healed. But
then. no, he is screaming at no one, no one at all. There
is no audience that be seeks to educate. and he screanis
whether I am walking down the street or not. Or does
he"? For all I know, he could be trying to tell me something; for all I know, he is a Bamu King from Mars!!!
Just walking down the street where he is situated isn't
enough, truly. The crazy man will still scream at me, or
at the imaginary footmen he believes his words slay, at
the imaginary sands h.: believes bis words change to
sn •.kes, al the ,hadow of lumself flitting through \he tree
leaves and lurking a1 lhc curb 1ha1 he is desperately try·
ing 10 make corporeal again.
So: 1hc other day, 1bought a pack of cigarettes, pulled
up a chair. wtd sa1 down next 10 \he man. I don't smoke:
neither does be. But he appreciated 1hc gift of cigarettes
and conversation, senile or not. And so did I.
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BASKETBALi:.

MEN'

@ TheBORRI! -

.T NIGHT, F ·day, Nov, '3
BISON vs. Tfa~e Ace ....-(A
_..._
A_U_) _·- ----------=----.

~fi"'7': '-

.,.~11

EXHIBITION GAMES

I\

~ ~t'.. ''.: . . .
'

.

@ 7 .0QP

AND NEXT WEEK

T ursd ¥, Nov. 9 _
·Team Canada
. @ 7:00PM

>

vs.

WOME

'S SOCCER

@ Greene Stadium

LAST HOME GAME
HO\NA
vs. Spelman
TOMORROW, SATURDAY
Nov. 4 @ 3:00PM

WOMEN'S VOLLEYB
@ Hampton and Notf~lk

BISON FOOTBALL
-:<_,,,,@
-:•..
'

.

South Caro~ina State
..:

<

:,

Women's & Men's
Tennis
@ ITA Regionals

_;'.i;·· __,_. · Women's Bowling
. -. \ . - in Lancaster, PA &
) ·- -MEAC C~mpionships
❖

Men's Soccer

@Oneonta
11

ISO

••• And CONGRATULATIONS TO:

BISON FOOTBALL - THE HOMECOMING VICTORY!
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL - THE SENIOR DAY WIN
CROSS COUNTRY - WOMEN 2ND & MEN 4TH in MEAC
CHAMPIONSHIPS
WOMEN'S & MEN'S SOCCER - VICTORIOUS DOUBLE
HEADER
BADMINTON (CLUB SPORT) - DC OPEN
REMINDER: Student tickets to Nov 11 Football game will be distrib uted at Blackburn Center next Thursday and Friday, 11AM to 7PM
November 2000

Dhislon of Student Affairs
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The seniors on the Lady Bison Spikers
volleyball team say goodbye in their
fin al home game of t he season.
Story on B2
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BISON.• ROUNDUP

Bison Get Down and Dirty 2 MINUTE DRILL

MEAC FOOTBALL SCORES

Football Team Grabs Ugly
Win at Greene Stadium

A Brief Look at Howard
University's Fall Athletics

By T\'RONE MCCANDIF.5
Hilltop Staff Writer

By TYRONE McCANDfF.5
Hilltop Staff Writer

A lOOKM 11-E Tew> SPORTS NEWS&~

ATll:'.:l,'Mll/>Wll£1'/0AI.O

t:kMird Univ 1-' Norfolk Start Q
tt C MI State 30 8elhunft:Mmao 19
Qelawn $Wt 57 SC Stale 32
W H11001s 73 lJormn State 17

SATURDAY'S GAMES
••I 5<bcwle
rp, week of
4

•''

Noyembe(

fktlule:f«tm,o al Hifnpkln Univ INEAC-JY) 12Nooo
NC MT SW, al Pd3:ton Swl!ft 12 Noon
H9'.!'Ard UnN 81 SC Slalft 130 PM
Morgan Sta;o Pl Nq1r6; Sl/l!ft l:OQ PM

MEAC STANDINGS
Cooference Points
Ovetall Poinls
W LT For Opp Pot W L T ForOpp Pot

r...,,
Flondl A&M

Se:lhune-Cookman
Harnplontw,
NC A&TSlale
HowatdU.W
Oeiaware Slate
Norfoll<Slale

SC. Stale
l.lotg:r, s...

•

•••
•
I

I

I
I
I

••

•

I
;
I

••
I

I
j

'

I
I

6 1 0 317 123 857
4 1 0 168 76 .800
4 1 0191161 800
4 1 0 125 52 .800
3 2 0 901~ 600
2 3 0 146 188 400
150 63 164 .167
0 5 0 113227 000
0 SO 72186 000

7
7
6
6
3

2 0 358 141 .776
I O 233 100 .875
2 0 290232 .750
2 0 181 86 750
5 0 133218 375
4 4 0 239 268 500
2 6 0 94230 .250
1 7 0 199337 .125
1 7 0 100296 .125

SPORTS BRIEFS
STRICKLAND ACTING BAD
Washington Wizards point guard Rod
Strickland was arrested last Saturday
after refusing to obey police officers'
orders. Strickland, 34, refused to leave
the Republic Gardens nightcJub after
law enforcement ordered people to
leave due to overcrowding concems.
Strickland faces a misdemeallO{ charge
AP of unlawful entry and disciplinary action
Rod Strickland
from the NBA if convicted.

JOHNSON SIDELINED
Washington Redskins Quarterback Brad Johnson suffered a
partially tom knee ligament in the 'Skins· 27-21 loss to the Tennessee Titans Monday night. Johnson says that he will not play
this weekend against the Arizona Cardinals if it means risking more damage to his knee. As of press time, Johnson had
not practiced this week.

DEFENDING CHAMPS HOLD
OFF PORTLAND
Shaquille O'Neal and ltte Los Angeles Lakers continued where they left
off last year with~ 96-86 win over the
Portland Trailblazers in their NBA season opener. ?.'Neal recorded 36
points and 11 rebounds in the victory.
Blazers forward Scottie Pippen
sprained his ankle in the first quarter
AP
and did not retum to the game.
Shaquille O'Neal

VICK QUESTIONABLE FOR MIAMI
Just four days before No. 3 Miami is set to host No. 2 Virginia
Tech, Virginia Tech quarterback Michael Vick is still nursing a
sprained right ankle and his prognosis for Saturday's noon
showdown at Miami remains in question.
With Vick in a protective boot through today, fifth-year senior
Dave Meyer has been taking all the snaps in practice.

lbva'dvs. S.C. S1ale

~~
1:30PM EST

Howard University used 120 yards from senior
running back Jermaine Hutchinson and a huge
goal line stand to defeat Norfolk State 14--0 in the
Bison's Homecoming Game at Greene Stadium. lo
a game with 17 punts through howling winds, the
Bison were able 10 get the ball to boun<:e their way
for at least one afternoon. In posting the shutout,
Howard's first since a 52-0 rout of Morehouse in
1997, the Bison mo1·e10 3-5 O\'er:111 and 3-2 in the
MEAC. Meanwhile, theSpanansdrop to2-6overall and 1-5 in the MEAC.
At first, it looked like neither team wamed to win.
Howard was forced to punt several times into a wind
that staned off light, bot became brutal by kic,koff.
The Spanans did not fare any bener, until Mike
Sanders, forced to punt into the wind, had his punt
drop for only a I0-yard gain. Norfolk State, ranked
dead last in the MEAC, could only muster a few
yards on the ensuing drive. The Bison defense
blocked Terry Cornell's 47-yard field goal anempt
10 survive a huge scare.
In the second quatt<r, HOl',:ud would get a huge
break. With a minute and 29 seconds left, Norfolk
State would take its tum punting into the wind from
their own 16-yard line. The punt only iraveled 10
yards, placing the Bison on the Spanan 26. Six
Photo By Marl: Colelll3ll
plays later, Bobby Townsend found Shaun Miller,
who plucked the ball out of the air for the Bison's Senior running back Jermain< llutchioson racked up 120 yards and a l ou<h•
first touchdown of the game, Charles Card's exira do~o to prop,! the Bison 10 a f .j.j) Hom""""log 11<10, y o>tr Norfolk Stal<.
point made it 7-0, Howard at the hall
The Bison would catch another break early in the
second half. With 10:16 lefl in the third perioct Cornett would hal'e the snap go over his head. In an attempt to After receiving perfect field position in the fourth quarter, Nor•
keep Howard from scoring the touchdown. Cornell ,llegally folk Srote's Dan,ien Smith raced 10 the Bison endzone for what
kicked the ball out of the bxk of the endzone. The penalty could hal'e been a sure touchdown. However, Smith was
ga,e Howard the ball at the Spattan one-yard line. From there tripped up by Bison safety, Brian McDonald saving the shut
it was academic, as Hutchinson scored on the one•yard run out for the time being. On the following play, the Bison
play. Another Card extra point made the score 14-0. Howard. defense stiffened and Smith was stripped just as he crossed
Please Stt HOMECOMING, 82
The Bison relied on its defense for the remainder of the game.

Please see 2 MINUfE, B2

Cross-Country Finishes the Distance
Women Place Second; Men Fourth in MEAC Championships
By DAM E CRAWFORD
Hilltop Staff Writer
While most Howard students cheered and danced 10 the music
or the band last Saturday, while watching our football team beat
down Norfolk State, enjoying the chaos ofHomecoming. lnstead
or panying, Howard's cross-country teams were running for the
reward of alifetime, a Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC)
Championship.
Early that morning the women lined up to run a 3K and the men
an SK el'ent at Hagan Stone Park, in Greensboro, NC. The temperature on the course was in the high sel'enties, with humidity
making it unusually wann for a cross-country meet. Meets held
during this time of the year made breathing the long distances a
challenge.
The men's team finished founh behind Norfolk State, Coppin

State, and Florida A&M. Throughout the season, the men strug•
gled with placing due 10 the lack of distance runners on the team.
They experienced a number of small problems, such as one of the
top runners having physical difficulties on the course. Despite
challenges, Michael Zipf placed 8th in a field of 71 runners with
a time or 26:53.
"Considering the pressure of it being championships and the
small problems along the course, I think we did \'ery well as a
tean,," Zipf said.
Ngata Nganga, who placed I Ith with a time of 27: 17, thought
the team had an overall good performance. "It was kind of challenging (mentally), but I felt good. I think the meet was great, I
was proud of everyone's performances," Nganga said.
Head Coach Michael Menin felt the team broke down some mis•
conceptions others had about them. "They surprised a few people by doing better than what people thought they would and could

do," Merrill said.
In the past, th~ women's cross-country tean, bad come close to
taking it all, bot felt this truly was the last chance for a MEAC
championship. Three of the team's,_top runners, Adrienne Trice,
Jamila Jordan, and Crystal Henderson. are graduating in May.
f reshman Krystal Perkins, Howard's first finisher, feb that her
finish was one for the team. ''WhenI was running I wanted tO stop
because my stomach hun, I had acold so !couldn't breathe.every•
thingjust hunsobad but I knew Ihad todoit for my team. I wanted 10 help win it especially for Jordan and Trice. They have worked
hard for How:ud for four long years." Perkins finished with a time
of 19:47, placing 5th in a field of 73 runners.
Most of the team had the mindset I!) win fromthe 6rst meet of
the season up until the last runner crossed the finish tine at the
Please see CHAMPIONSHIPS, 82

Howard Basketball--Changing Faces
New Women's Basketball Coach
Ready for Challenge
By CAMILl,EM, liARVEY
Assistant Spons\Veek Editor

SISONROUNDUP WAS COI\IPILEO SY SAANOON lllCKERSTAFF

Hello. Bison sport fans. This is your boy Tyrone hollering at you. By
the way.I'm Tydigga, who went5-0with his picks this past week. But,
being a man of str0ng vinues, I will not sit here and gloat over my successes. Oh yeah, speaking of unnecessary celebrating, did you see that
guy play the Cowboys this weekend? Man, Dallas isn't gelling much
respect these days. Speaking of respect, some should be thrown 10 the
Yankees, who are dominating baseball like the Williams sisters dominate tennis. My Mets kind of backed down. but hey, we'll be back next
year! By the way. I know it's a late subject bot. did any of you see Mike
Tyson wild out at his conference? I mean, Mike is my favorite boxer.
and still one of the hardest punchers in history. With that in mind, I'll
leavcthistopicalooebecausehisgirl lil'es in Maryland and I don't need
Mike chasing me on the Yard! Hmm, what else, Patrick Ewing is now
in Seattle, still trying 10 win an NBA Title (Heck, it took him nine years
to win the NCAA Title at Georgetown).
But enough of the chit-chat, I want to talk spons and since I have a
lot to say, lets get started shall we? First off, I want to give a big shoutout to the band who, like the football team, showed the world tl,at they
belong in the same sentence as the phrase, "Hot to death." Some people thought that they'd be showed up by Nonh Carolina A&T's band.
Do you know how Showtime responded? By going out there and whipping both A&T's and Norfolk State's bands back-to-back. We're not
even going to tallc about what they did to the Spanans at Homecoming.
So take a t,pw·Sbowtime, this writer thinks ,ou deserve it.
Speaking of taking abow. let's talk about the Bison fOOlball team. Like
I said earlier in the sea100, this team could contend for the conference
crown. Bill, playif\Jl 6,'Cof their first six games on the road (thru's anolher story) got How1r<1olf10 a 1-5 stattgoing into the gan,e against then
14th ranked Nonh Carolina A&T. The Aggies had the second ranked
defense in America and were looking to roll through the Bison on theit
way to another MEAC crown. What did the Bison do1 They came out
and punished the Agsies· so called "Blue Dea1h" clcfen,c dJld u"'d a
little tom-foolery to upend the high flying Aggies 17-1 6.
To fol1011 such a big win. the Bison came out the following week and
recorded their first shut-out since their 52--0 rout of Morehouse in I997
by beating Norfolk State 14-0 in front or acapacity Homecoming crowd.

Coach Cathy Parson wants to take
the women's basketball team in nne'.I
direction. Armed with a positive attitude, the new head coach has big plans
for the defending MEAC regular season champions. However. the result
will be the same. a winning program.
A runil'e ofHagerstown, MD, Parson
is no stranger 10 women's basketball.
She was a head coach and an assistant
for eleven years at the University of
Richmond. She also coached with the
Washington Mystics, where she
served as assistant coach and interim
head coach. She's also coached in
Division Ill collegiate basketball,
where she took Im team to the Sweet
16. However, because or the lack of
resources and limitations. Parson
knew that she wouldn't be able to do
much more.
Please see PARSON, 82
Photo By Mar\ Colemon
Cathy Pa™'n is pinned by Sandro Norr,ll,Tbomas.

New Men's Coach Looks to Rebuild
Basketball Program
By At.U:N POWf.tL D
Hilltop Staff Writer
Looking at coach Frankie Allen's bas•
ketball past might cause a person to won•
der what he's doing here as Howard's as
new men's basketball coach.
As a high school All-American assistant
coach at Virginia Tech for 11 years, head
coach at V,rginia Tech for four years,
leading his team to three Ohio Valley
Conference championships in nine years
as head coach at Tennessee State Uni•
\'ersity, and coaching se,·eraJ players in
the NBA, Frankie Allen looks to be a
coach on the rise. Yet, be is here at
Howard University coaching a program
that has won three gan,es in two years,
and is still under NCAA investigation. So
the question -why is Frankie Allen here?
According to Allen. the answer isn't thai
complicated, " ...You never know where
this (coaching) profession is going to
take yo<1;',¥id ~lien. "However, H~,'al:d
Photo By Marl Coleman
was a good fit for me and my
Frankie
AU
,n
..
m
ti') 10 rebuild• struggling Ho..-.rd men's
Please see ALLEN, 82
boskotboll progntm.
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Lady Bison Shut Down Coppin State
Seniors Bid Farewell in Dynamic Victory
By LORINDA BULLOCK
Hilltop Staff Writer

!Super Senior Lights Up the Field

For five of the Lady Bison, the exciting and hard1By JODI REID
a goal that Cham definitely plans to earned victory over Coppin State was a bittersweet
(Hilltop Staff Writer
achieve.
one. The game was the final home game for seniors
"After school I will continue to play Khalilah Birdsong (Middle hitter), Christalyn CarI
: Sennai Cham, senior International
soccer," Cham says. "I want to see how raway (Middle hitter), Diahann Doyen (Outside
: business major and captain of the
far I can go." Charo's short term goal hitter), Tinisha Mott (Outside hitter), and Robin
!men's soccer team, will pursue his
is to end the current soccer season with
Webber (Right side). It was a four game battle in
dream of playing professional soccer
a strong finish. The current record for which Howard won the first, second, and fourth
the men's team is 3-11-1. Cham, who games with scores of 15-4, 16-14, and 15-7. Cop1 after graduation. Cham, a native of
1Fort Washington, MD, is currently
is also the leading scorer for the team, pin State won the third game, 15-13.
playing in his fourth and final season
scored the winning goals in two previIn the first game, Howard (9-18 overall, 8-5
l of men's soccer at Howar~ Universious games. In the match against MEAC) and Coppin State (3-19, 2-9) went point for
' ty. Cham has been playing soccer
Hartwick University, Cham pulled point for the first three points. Thanks to hustle and
\ since the age of four, playing on the
through and scored two goals for strong serving on Howard's part, the Lady Bison
1 school yard as a pre-schooler. It was
Howard in ten minutes to take a 3-2 Spikers quickly widened the gap between them.
Ithen that Cham realized that he liked
Will.
selves and the Lady Eagles, winning 15-4.
: the game of soccer. His parents
As team captain, Cham prepares himThe second game was probably the most intense.
: encouraged him to play, but it was
self by what he calls " zoning out."
Coppin led the way for most of the game, leading
: Cham who made the decision.
"I focus on what needs to get done by as many as five points. Doyen, one of the Lady
: The 21-year-old center middle-fieldand I make sure that my team is focus- Bison's defensive specialists, gladly accepted the
( er played for Maryland's Olympic
ing as well, so when we do go on the challenge to serve with authority to help revive her
: development team before coming to
field we act as a unit," said Cham.
team, tying the game 13-13.
: play for Howard. Cham has made a
Howard's team consists of a large
"You always want to play well," said Doyen
i significant contribution to Howard's
group of freshmen that will gain a lot regarding the clutch situation. "You have to get your
: team. In his freshman year, he was on
Photo By Mark Coleman of experience playing with each other
concentration and get the ball in."
: the Howard team that won the con- Sennai Cham looks forward to a professional soccer which will benefit them in the future,
Along with the collective effort of offensive pow!ference championship and made it to career after leaving Howard.
"We have a young team, but they erhouses Birdsong and Carraway, who combined for
1 the first round of the NCAA Champihave a bright future," Cham says. "I 19 kills, as well as resilient defense from Doyen and
\ onship. This was the most exciting and memorable moment for
enjoyed playing with them and I wish them the best."
Mott (each with thirteen defensive digs), Howard
I Cham,
In the future, Cham would like to work for the New York Stock revived themselves from their temporary deficit to
: "We played against the University of Virginia and lost 3-0, but
Exchange or Wall Street, that is, if pro soccer does not go as squeak to victory.
: it was an amazing game, and a great experience for me," Cham
planned.
In the third game, Coppin began on an 8-0 run and
1 said.
The love for the game that Cham speaks about is evident in him. continued to dominate. The Lady Bison once again
' Cham is inspired by Greg Simmons, Raymond Goodlett, and Cham's aspirations, commitment, and passion should take him I_ came from behind, dazzling the crowd with power: Jumani Anderson, three men that played and graduated from
far in life. Cham will play in his final game for Howard on Sun- ful blocks, and kills. When Howard battled back to
Howard and went on to play professional soccer. Pro soccer is day, November 5, against Oneonta.
\ a 13-13 tie, fans thought the Lady Bison would seal
I
I

I

I
!

y

the victory. The Eagles quickly dashed that hope and
held on for the third game victory.
The fourth and final game became the score settler. If Howard were to win, they would win the
match. If Coppin won, there would be a fifth, tiebreaking game to decide. Knowing the task placed
before both squads, in a do or die fashion, they gave
all they had, The score was tied 7-7 and once again
Doyen was placed in the driver's seat to serve and
serve well. She did not disappoint, helping Howard
rally to overtake Coppin in the final game.
Knowing that this was the final home game for her
seniors, Coach Linda Spencer only had positive
memories and thoughts of her team members.
"They helped create what was there. They set the
team leadership and commitment on and off the
court and it's showing." The leadership and commitment Spencer refers to especially shows through
the younger players. Players such as freshman middle hitter Jerri Hayes, MEAC set assist leader Jessamyne Rice, and junior outside hitter Denise Corbett all look to contribute largely to next year's Lady
Bison team.
Doyen agrees that through commitment and support of fellow teammates, there will be successful
results.
..
'The most important thing is to support the teammates and always play with your heart. If you play
with your heart, you will always play your best, and
never settle. I think our team has performed well.
We've come a long way."
Birdsong, Carraway. Doyen, Mott, and Webber
have indeed traveled a long and hard road, but it is
not time to hang up their kneepads yet. The Lady
Bison still must continue to work hard in their next
four road games before going on to participate in the
2000 MEAC Volleyball Tournament being held in
Baltimore, November I 6- I 8.

Bison blank Norfolk in 2000 Homecoming game Women's Cross-Country Falls Just Short of MEAC Title
From HOMECOMING, Bl
the goal line. Howard safety, Vontrae Long recovered
the fumble, ending the Spartan threat.
On the next drive, freshman defensive back, Brian
Johnson picked off a Jon Roberts pass deep in Bison
territory to kill another Spartan drive. Finally, with
the crowd on its feet and music producer Puff Daddy
wandering the sidelines, Long sealed the deal with
a late interception.
Howard has been unbeaten at home so far this season, with the next Howard home game coming
November 11 against Bethune-Cookman College.
The Bison will set their sights on South Carolina
State at Bulldog Stadium in Orangeburg, S.C.

From CHAMPIONSHIP, Bl

'

championships. In spite of the drive, dreams, and dedication
toward being named champions, it just was not meant to be for
the ladies, The women placed second to Bethune-Cookman College by just three points.
Merritt said, ''They did everything they could, it just didn't work
for us. Bethune is a good team, but then so are we, Three points
is about as close as it gets in cross-country scoring."
Faith Murray said, "If everyone would have done what they were
supposed to do, we would have won. But on,;_ team member had
a bad day, therefore we all had a bad day in placing second."
Trice and Jordan each ran near personal bests, coming in at 20:08
and 21 :08 respectively. Henderson finished at 21 :26 to earn a sixth
place finish for Howard. Henderson is usually Ho'\ard's second
finisher. Henderson had no comment on her performance in the
Murray went on to say, "I was hurt in every part of my body,

Junior Ramsi Bethany ran a 21 :36, and ran in place of two valuable runners, Tania Rhone and Siobhan Walker who helped the
team throughout the season before being sidelined with injuries.
"I know Ramsi put it all out on the line for the team even though
she is a sprinter, not a cross-country runner," said Perkins. "I have
so much respect for her."
Bethany felt the team has come a long way from last season's
MEAC championship. "Some of us may not have had our best
day of the season individually, but we still placed second in the
MEAC, which is an improvement from last year's fourth place,"
Bethany said.
Coach Shivers felt this was only a contiunation of something
that has been going on a long time. "I think we are building on
a dynasty and a legacy and I'm just proud to be a part of it. AI,so,
I thank my seniors for taking us this far," Shivers said.
Merritt added, "They (the team) have finally opened people's

but I kept going because I was determined to win and ndt let my

eyes. People are recognizing HU as a legitimate program. Some-

team down." Murray ran a personal best of 20:35.
Maya Caldwell, who contributed to the performance of the team
by placing 19th overall with a time of 20:59, added, "I was just
thinking as I was running to put it all out there for my team." ,

times, you have to crawl before you can walk and our teams tqok
a huge crawl in the right direction."

meet.
Photo By Mark Coleinan
The Bison defense (I) came up big against Norfolk State

last week.

Tydigga States the Facts on Howard Athletics
From 2 MINUTE
Hey people, there are two more home games this season.
You should go to both of them, instead of faking like you're
a Howard fan at Homecoming, taking up all the seats from
the real fans. Nobody cares what you're wearing at a football game for pete's sake!
Oh, while I'm naming people who deserve praise, let's
talk about the women's soccer team. People found ways
to down them, and didn't believe that they could get the
ball across midfield, much less win a game. What did the
Lady Bison do? They went out and proved a bunch of people wrong. Not only are they getting the ball across midfield, these women are scoring points, Just ask South Carolina State, who got blasted 10-0, or Catholic University,
who Howard drubbed 7-0. The women have seven victories on the season and will be look for number eight
against Spelman College (They have athletics at Spelman?),
who is only the third Historically Black College to field a
women's soccer team behind Howard and South Carolina

State. You people should make a trip to see them play, The
game against Spelman this Saturday will be their last
home game of the season, Since the football team is out of
town and I know you claim you don't have the money to
go see them in South Carolina, stay home and support
another Howard team, It wouldn't hurt to cheer the girls
on. Plus, it's senior day, so the girls will be more than willing to give you a good game.
Gosh darn it, I almost forgot to talk about the women's
cross-country team, who placed second at the MEAC
Championships this weekend. Congratulations ladies, but
then again haven't you been whipping tail along with the
men's squad, for a while now? It just goes to show you that
with hard training and belief in yourself, domination is possible, Now, I won't chastise you (non-athlete's) on not going
to these meets because I need to check a meet out myself.
But don't worry, most of runners are on the track team, so
we have the entire year to go and enjoy their performances. As a matter of fact, try to see every Howard squad
play this year. They do represent the school, you know.

'

Ooh La La
Dancer of the Week
\
'

'

Name: Yaminah "Mia" Williams
Birthday: July 18, 1981
Sign: Cancer
Hometown: .Decatur, GA
"Though obstacles may block
your path, persevere and continue to strive for your goals.

Parson Takes the Helm of Howard Basketball
From PARSON, Bl
Parson also knows something about playing the game,
as well. She is the leading scorer in West Virginia State
University history with 2,128 points, and was voted Most
Valuable Player three out of four years.
Parson considers her hiring a result of being in "the right
place at the right time."
"I wasn't looking for ajob.. .I had my resume' sent down
just for that day," Parson said. "A week later, I got a phone
call and I was shocked."
When Parson initially met with Interim Athletic Director Sondra Norrell-Thomas, the two were in conference
for more than three hours. The two came to the agreement
that Howard was where Parson needed to be.
"After reviewing numerous applications that I had .. .!
found her to be the type of person I thought would fit into
our program ... and fit into our athletic family," NorellThomas said.
Parson's first impression of the team was one of warmth
and acceptance. That feeling, according to Parson, was a
relief. Parson is in a difficult position. She is following
not only the winningest coach in MEAC history, but in
Howard history as well.
One challenge that Parson will face will be proving herself not only to her team, but also to the Howard University community. This is a challenge Parson embraces head
on.
"I know that I will be tested and that these players will
prove me, " Parson said. "They will prove the things that
I am teaching, they will prove that they are as great athletes that I believe they are and I will prove to myself and
to others that I am every bit a fundamental teacher as I
believe that I am."
Former All-MEAC Rookie, sophomore Andrea Gardner is optimistic about her new coach and the upcoming
season.

"She makes us work very hard. She's very friendly to
us. At the same time, she's very patient with us," Gard-

'
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Allen hopes to take Howard basketball in a new direction
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Photo By Mark Coleman

Parson poses with Interim Athletic Director Sandra NorrellThomas and Howard President H. Patrick Swygert.

ner said. "She starts from ground zero and she works us
to perfection."
Parson considers herself to be fun loving and wants her
life to be a blessing to everyone she meets, She wants people to be glad about the time they spent with her and feel
that it was well spent. She also wants the team to say that
she was a strict coach, that she laughed with the team,
cried with the team, and felt what the team felt. The ultimate goal that Coach Parson has for the team is for them
to say that she prepared them for the world, academically and otherwise.
One expectation that Parson has for the team is also one
that she has for herself: excellence. Parson is one who
practices what she preaches and tells her team to never
quit, no matter what the task is at hand.
Parson's outlook on the season can best be described
through her motto, "Do better today than you did yesterday."

(

From ALLEN, Bl
family, and I think we can really do some positive things
sent nine-player roster lacks any real big men; their only
here."
true center is sophomore Nick Dotson. Therefore, any
Coach Allen does care about the team's past record and
attempt to escape the MEAC's cellar will be difficult.
recent turmoil. In fact, he's here for one reason; to make Allen said that he and his team know that they will only
a change.
go as far as their guard play takes them .
Allen, a Virginia native, is committed to returning
In order to maximize his only asset, Coach Allen may
Howard to its glory days of the 80s and early 90s. He said utilize a four-guard lineup, and an aggressive, team-orithat while the last few years have been "chaotic," the team ented man-to-man defense.
has grown a lot and made some progress.
"We need our guards to be aggressive," Allen said. "We
"You have to look at the positive in every situation," said also need them to shoot high percentages if were going
Allen. "The players have gone through a lot. These kids to win."
were basically playing without a coach, and were still
Allen hopes that the mismatches his style of play will
competitive in many conference games. That's impres- create on offense will balance the liabilities it will cause
sive,"
on offense. Nevertheless, Allen knows that if he doesn't
Coach Allen, or simply Coach as he is called by his play- develop or recruit some post talent soon, the Bison will
ers, believes that with a creative scheme, hard work, and
never be a force in the MEAC.
good shooting, the Bison will be vastly improved this sea"Recruiting is the key, Howard has made a commitment
son.
to our recruiting program. It was one of the things I need"Our goal is to be competitive in the MEAC. We want ed to come to Howard," said Allen.
•
to make it into the tournament, not the play-in game,"
Allen says that the basketball program plans to focus its
Allen said.
recruiting efforts on some of the lesser-known local,
To accomplish this, Allen has instilled a new attitude into
regional, and national talent to improve its program.
his team. Practices are upbeat, and players are supportAllen came to Howard with two transfer students fr?m
ive of each other, yelling out encouragement as they go
the University of Colorado and may receive some m©re
through their drills. Players seem focused and excited, a talent when certain players receive clearan,e from the
far cry from the aura of apathy that they exuded last year.
NCAA.
'
Every drill and every segment of practice is closed _out by
Frankie Allen inherited a program in disarray'; a program
players answering Allen's call of "There is no substitute
starved for improvement, a program in need of help. Allen
for..." with their own responsive cry, "Hard Work"! Allen
believes all he needs is hard work from his players, supsaid that this chant and a sense of family is the mantra of port from the administration, and patience from the fans.
this team.
Why is Frankie Allen here? Isn't it obvious? He's here
However, while Allen can change the attitude of his
to win.
'
players, he cannot change his players. The Bison's pre-
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HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE

November 3, 2000

Dear Howard Family,

Homecoming 2000 was a SUCCESS!!
It was an extreme honor to act as host to the students, alumni, facuhy, and administration
ofHoward University at Genail1000: A New Dawning. It was a time to reflect on all
that the 21 • Century bas in store for the Howard Family. It bas been an extreme honor to
serve as this year's Homecoming Steering Committee Chairman. Moreover, I felt it to be
my duty to alma mater.

I would like to thank the following for their guidance and support throughout the
planning of Homecoming 2000: Dr. Franklin Chambers, President Swygert, Executive
Vice President El7.ey, Vice President Archer, Marlene Richardson, Cornell Dancy,
Sharon Banks, Keith D. Miles, Cramton Auditorium, Dean Belinda Watkins, Mr.
Terrance Samuels, The Office of Student Activities Staff, Department of Theater
.- Arts,
Campus Police, Auxiliary Enterpri~ Mr. Richard Dawson, Blackbum Univeisity
Center Staff, Todd Pilot, Jason Smith. Christina Ackah, Sellano Simmons, Nikkole
Saher, and the staff and volunteers of the 2000 Homecoming Steering Committee.

'

Remember that it is our duty to give back to alma mater. Howard continue to shine as
you always have and on behalf of the 2000 Howard University Homecoming Steering
Committee, thank you for making Homecoming 2000 a success.
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AnnourJ.Blackbum Center • Suite 109
Washington, DC 20059

(202) 806-5426
Fax(202)806-5427
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LIFE & STYLE
Beginning to Breathe Again:
Learning From a Failed
Relationship
By ERRl(.;A DOTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
A few months ago, I woke up with the worst headache of my life. It was
the night aner the man who
I thought I would one day
marry told me that he want•
ed to see 01her people.
Being the type of woman that has a hard time putting her pride aside. I ac1ed
like i1 was of no consequence 10 me whether wesiayed toge1her or if we paned. ·There are plenty of other people oul 1here," I said to myself. Plus. he
wasn't all that anyway. I was doing him a favor. He should have counted him·
self lucky to have someone like me in his life.
Trying to make myself believe 1hese 1hings after we hung up 1he phone was
what star1ed the endless parade of 1ears, symboliting the myriad of questions
that clouded my brain- from why. 10 how. to what now. I laid down on my
couch. staring at the ceiling until my mind went from weary 10 numb and my
restless body became exhausted. /Is the morning sunlight began to peep
through my cunains. I finally drifted off 10 sleep.
The nex1 morning while I surveyed my room- seeing pictures of us. his
Guess jacke1 1hat I claimed as my own. three of his CD's- I began to realize that I had lost myself sometime during the course of 1his year-long relationship. The question I was now faced wi1h was when did I begin living solely for him') Wns it the day l cancelled plans to go shopping with my best
friend 10 go wa1ch The Box wi1h him and his lillle brother? Or was i1 1he
night I chose 10 inlk to him on 1he phone ins1ead of ea1ing dinner with my
family? Or maybe it was the day I spent my las1 few dollars on a gift for him
instead of paying my cell phone bill. Either way, I realized tha1 one of the
biggest misiakes 1hat I made in 1his relationship was losing sight of my pri•
ori1ies and neglcc1ing those people who were impona111 to me; 1he same peo•
pie who were going to help me survive this disastrous break-up.
L.a1er. I realized 1hat my broken heart leaked issues of insecurities as well
as feelings of inadequacy. For if I was as strong and as self confiden1 as I
1hought I was, how would I have been able to so easily lose sigh1 of what I
claimed to be abou1'1 I needed this time apan from 1his man (he never liked
to pu1 a title on it). in order to reestablish a posi1ive self-image of myself.
So oflen we judge ourselves based on society's s1ereo1ypical standard of
beau1y. From size 10 eye color. many women will make any necessary alleration in order to be validaied by others around her. However. in order to make
anyone else happy. we must first be conten1 with ourselves. Your looks may
nol mirror the images of Halle Berry or Naomi Campbell. but a heigh1ened
self-esteem will make you anractive 10 01hers. When you don·1 value yourself, how can you expect anyone else to'? l1 is only then 1ha1 your inner beau•
ty will radiate in the eyes of many.
It is also imponant to have a life outside of your man. More times than not.
he is going 10 make time to go play ball wi1h his boys or talk to his mama.
so you should do the same. Plus, many say 1ha1 spending time apan will make
the bean grow fonder.
And fmally. don't submerse yourself in 1he rela1ionship. If you do, you will
always end up on the shon end of1he stick. walking away feeling empty and
used. So pro1ect your emo1ions and your bean by learning how 10 say no
sometimes. Yes (of1en times) cos1s too much, especially if tha1 commilment
is not leading up to something grea1er.
Basically. I 1ry 10 counl every experience. good or bad. as a lesson leamed.
Nexl time. I will think of myself (in 1em1s of feelings) firsl and 1he relation•
ship second. This is 1he only way to ensure thai I will not be so hard pressed
to have someone there in order to feel complete and will remain emotionally srnble if the walls of 1hat rclaiionship come tumbling down. I cannot and
will no1 let a selfish man impede my progress. Besides. I refuse 10 let a failed
rela1ionship keep me al Howard any longer 1han necessary.
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DJ Tony 10Uch tears it up ~11 Coco Loco's thi.'i past HomecominJt Wttkend.

Have You Ever Been 'Touched' Like This?
anniversary mix1ape "50 Emcees". He 1hcn followed up wi1h "50 emcee, pan 2" and "Power
Hilltop Staff Writer
Cypha". As if tba1 wasn't enough, Tony collabo•
rated with DJ Premier. Evil Dee. Mis1er Cec, ,md
Saturday Momi11g, 4:30 a.111. ...
P.F. Cun in to make "5 Deadly Venoms". which is
Normally ai this time. my feel are screaming and
regarded as a musi-have for mix-iape collectors.
the only partying I'm looking forward to is the
Rewi11d about 5 hours ........ .
groove I'm going 10 get on in my dreams. BUI
Earlier in 1he evening. I had a ch:uice 10 catch
1onight is different I'm at Coco Loco's af1er-hours
up with Tony Touch as he prepared to experience
party featuring Brooklyn·s Finest. Tony Touch. Howard·, Homecoming for 1he first 1ime. In
Known in NYC as one of-if no1 the•mixmpc king. between him 1rying to hook his DVD player up
The though! of actually dancing to music 01her 10 the television and me fimmghng with my brokethan the standard Ruff-Ryders and Cash Money down tape recorder. Tony informed me tha1 he is
sets. not to men1ion 1har damn song "Shake You're indeed preparing 10 drop another album and is ,rill
A'*." actually made rite idea of being at :1 club doing mixtapes. Also. the Dial Bro1her, album.
invi1ing. To be qui1e honest. anyone from the NY his collaboration with Doo-Wop(fcllow DJ/MC).
Tri-slate area who reads this anicle knows that
where not only do you catch Touch production but
seeing Tony Touch is a 1reai. Wi1h jewels such as
his rhymes as well. is dropping ,oon. You can aho
"50 Emcees" and "5 Deadly Venoms." Mr. Touch
ca1ch Tony rhyming on the BeatNu1, nc\\ album
reigns supreme when it comes to mix tapes. Curwhen it comes 0111. In 1he game for 15 year, now.
ren1ly, Touch's latest "The PieceMaker". his firs1
Touch 's plans forthe 200 I are quite clear. "A1 this
mixiapc/cd released on a major label. is in s1ores
point I' m jus1 constan1ly 1rying 10 eleva1e," said
now. Wi1h appear.111ce., by Mos Def. Total. 1he laie
Touch. For 1hc year 200 I. Touch plans 10 keep 1he
Big Pun. Prodigy. Royce 1hc 5'9. and Doo Wop.
hits coming. Touch said tha1 he plan, to produce
'The Piece Maker" only solidifies Tony\ success
••just a honer mixiape/album."'Ton) also wants 10
in the game of hip-hop.
incorpor.uc more of a performance siructure in10
Born Joseph Hernandez lhirty years a~o in hi'- fl\·t.· shmvs. Jfe plan, to ;uJd c..·mcee~ :rnd h~
Brooklyn, NY. Tony si.ined off in rhc b·bo} rnovc- boys/girls. \\'hen asked about hr, plan, for the
men1 of the eigh1ies. Alre;idy making his mark 111 pany he was ,et to DJ later thal night. Tony
Central Florida by pioneering the hip-hop movereplied "'l'ma go cm,y. I like to play ull type, of
ment 1here. it was only natural 1hat Tony picked
music for 1he crowd. Nm jus1 hip hop. bu1 soul.
up the needle in '85 and slarted to DJ. Eventualr&b. hcmse-every1hing." Tony 1101 only ,hows.
ly he moved back to NYC and staned 10 release
but defini1cly proves tha1 elevation in hi, art fom1
his mixrapcs. His name staned 10 spread beyond
i, incviiable.
the borough of Brooklyn and eventually P•"' the
tri -s1:11c area. In 1996. Tony gathered 50 Fast forward, 2am ...,.
Okay now Coco Loco·, is cra1.y packed Tl1rnfreestyling emcees to make his hi,torical 50'h ing 1he comer. I nearly turned around at 1hc sight

By SHANNON W ASHINGTON

------------------------------------------------

of all the people. nOI 10 mention the three-block
line 1hey were forming. It was cool 1hough. the
door was ninning smoothly and in less 1han 10
minutes. my comrades and I were whisked inside.
Once inside we proceeded 10 dance our senior year
troubles aw:1y while listening to DJ Supreme.
Howe\'er. af1er 2 hours of 1hc smoky bre.11h. bad
weaves. dark lighls, and wa1ching my fellow SIU·
dents simulate ,ex on the dance noor (some peo•
pie call it dancing), our ;piri1s grew weak.
Between the same guy asking 10 dance wi1h me
and gelling my toes s1epped on. i1 was almost
light, ou1 forus. "When is Tony coming on-r· "I'm
tired". "My feet hun." and 01her moans were
heard. Ju,1 when we thought 1hat we couldn't
,1and all ol 1he club behavior anymore, we were
informed 1ha1 we were in 1he wrong room and
Tony was performing. You know 1hat song "Last
Nigh1 A DJ Saved My Life"/" Well , I know it
,ounds strange. if not corny. but 1ba1 is exactly
what I wa, thinking. Could this be 1he mild mannered gen1leman 1 wa, kicking it with earlier that
evening. no 1hat was Joseph Hernandez talking
about 1hc Tony Touch 1ha1 I am listening to right
now. I can·1believe it's almos15am and I'm dancing like it's uni} 12am and I'm 18 and a11he Spy
Cluh (only ,1 select ""' knol\ wha1 I'm talking
,1boul) Unfonunately I had 10 leavt {l <lid h;1vt
to wake up to write the ,tory) Bui after hearinr
through the grape-.ne that it got even more ndiculous after I lef1. I was pem1ancn1ly impressed.
Thank you Tony. for a most wonderful evening.
I u-011/d per.wmally like w gfre a wan11 rha11k you
ra DC LIFE. Sa/,Serrww. Jamal Sall,· & Da11iellr
Lorr for all of their anr.111111ce.

-------------------~

Marijuana And The Howard Student
BySMNBOGLE
Hilltop Staff Writer
Whether it is referred to as chocola1c. chronic, ghanga, the beasl. herb.
buddha, or Mary fanc, marijuana definitely ha, a strong presence on
Howard's can1pus. Although Howard
has never been associa1ed with universi1ies tha1 have heavy drug users
and sellers. the number of marijuana
smokers and sellers on campus
appears to include a subslantial por•
1ion of Howard's students.
"I solrl weed all through high
school, jus1 10 ge1 enough money to
go to Howard.'' said sophomore business major, Silas Taylor. "And
besides selling marijuana. I accredil
smoking i)Jun1s daily to my academic success up to 1his poin1.'' This is a
small part of the striking reality 1ha1
has permeated through 1he walls of
"'The Mecca."
Fifly-1wo out of sevcn1y-five students questioned on campus about
marijuana smoking and dis1ributing
admined 10 smoking a1 leas1 twice a
month.
While most of the studcn1s would
not release their names or any funher
ioformation on their smoking habits,
three students opened up and shared

informa1ion about their associa1ion
with the dnig.
Norris Robinson. a freshman journalism major, said. "II (marijuana)
helps 10 relieve all the stress 1ha1 I
deal with as a college s1udent. I didn't
even smoke before I came to Howaro,
btll I'm glad I s1aned. I know it's not
the bcs1 thing for me in 1he long nin.
but as long as I can get a nickel bag
of weed for four dollars a1 1he Towers I won't stop. I see i1 as a convenien1 hobby."
Marijuana smoking is 1101 just lim•
i1cd to males. Carita Pierce. a junior
poU1ical science major, also admitted
to smoking marijuana. "I hate myself
for i1. Believe it or 1101. I don't smoke
because I like it. I smoke because I
jusl can't kick the habit" Pierce staned ,mo king at the age of 16. with her
uncles in her home stale of Cali fornia. Teary-eyed Pierce admined, "I
don't see a way ou1.''
Silas Taylor confessed 1hat marijuana is nOI good for him in the long
run either. bul he believes he can
kick the habi1 whenever he is ready.
"There may come a day when I
decide I don·1 need to light up a blun1
to go to my classes. Marijuana is far
from crack. ] don't see it as addictive.
I see it as a pan of my daily rou1inc.
Robinson expressed similar views.

'Boston Public'
Review
By J ULIE J. SUMMERS
Hilltop Staff Writer
I know whai you're thinking. Nol another boring bile off
''90210" and "Dawson's Creek" high school drnma. Bui, "Boston
Public" isdifferen1. It shows 1he average modem public school's
everyday life experiences wi1h a mixture of differen1 mces, social
classes, and personali1ies.

saying thm smoking weed is jus1 a
"college 1hing" for him.
S1udents 1hat don·1 smoke have
mixed opinions about ;tudcnts 1hm
do smoke marijuana.
Chante Morgan. a sophomore Spanish major, said >,he wa, fed up with
marijuana smoker, :md ,ellc".
"I don·1 understand how people can
say they need to smoke weed 10 go 10
class. If you have to sell weed 10 be
in school, 1hen you don't need 10 be
here (at Howard). Thai jus1 says 10
me 1hat you need to bring others
down for you to be an achiever.
That's not what Howard's about"
Tyrone Belmon. a sophomore radio,
TV. and film major. feels differen1ly
abou1 the issue of selling and smoking marijuana.
"Look. I've smoked the bcs1 of
blun1s. There's not much you can tell
me abou1 weed. I feel like weed gave
me some type of imaginary edge in
the classroom. However. wha1 made
me stop was one day in my principles
of speech class I staned to s1uner. and
I wasn '1 even nervous. I knew 1hen
1hat weed wasn ·1 wonh risking my
fumre. I don ·1 have a problem with
1hose who smoke. bu1 as 1hey keep
inhaling, they all know i1's going to
catch up with them one day."

Lead by a black male principal and diver,c teaching staff,
"Boston Public" creates a view of differenl mind sets and how
they all eventually come together. The studen1 body contains
your average high school prom queen, nerd. jock, and bully.
Only, in this case. the jock can'I play because he failed two classes. Other s1udcn1s face dilenunas such as 1he beauty queen refusing to wear a bra. 1he nerd gelling stuffed in10 a locker in a buggies diaper. and a s1udent sleeping with her 1eacher.
Al the same time. 1eachers also have problems. In a 1eacherless classroom with "Gone to ki ll myself-hope you're happy''
wrincn on lhc board. students jam 10 Eminem. Some teachers
a.lso find ou11hat they are being mocked in canoons on the Inter•
ne1. In the meanlime, the football jock's fmher decides to sue
the school for mining his son's chance 10 go 10 college. Howcvcr. 1hat's the least of Pubic's problems. T11e show is very realistic and presents a true image of society un1il a teacher walks
into a classroom ,trapped wi1h a gun 10 ge1 1he studcn1s auen-

tion (which it does). Afrcr forcing the studenls 10 chant "gun"
repea1edly, because he believes it's the only thing 1hey respect
he fires i1 a couple of 1imes in 1hc classroom. As a resul1. he
doesn'1 just get the stutlen1s attention, he scares 1hem and their
paren1s as well. As it 1ums ou1. 1he gun only had blanks so the
teacher was not fired. This also happens to be one of the same
teachers 1ha1 failed 1he foo1ball jock. After being confronted by
the no-bra wearing stude111 aboul a sexual confrontation they may
have had. he quickly decide, 1he jock. Ja,on, ,hould have
received a ''D" in his class in>1ead of an "F."
"Boston Public" is an in1cre,ting and well cast show thai brings
new navor 10 high school dramas with 1ypical is,ues such as a
bully harassing another siudent. a co-worker asking another uninteresled co-worker our on a dale, and real life student, with fed
up parents who arc irying to get through high school.
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Enlightenment for the Technologically-Challenged 2000
FalVWinter
length
screens
that
could
fit
in
your
hand.
By C HAUNCY G URA H
Anthony Briscoe. Marketing/Merchamlising Manager al Runway
Hilltop Staff Writer
the Howard University bookstore also explained that,
palm pilots could be used to acces, the internet. send and Report
&ery new mechanical device ha, its day. Popular gadgets in the past included CD's and VCR's. Today. Howard
students arc fired up about gadgets such as palm pilots
and two-way p~gers.
On a quest to catch up with the rest of the world on thi,
new wave nf the future. fellow Howard students gave
poi111ers on what palm pilots and two-way paging arc all
about.
..Some people get those palm pilots Just because everybody else h gening them:· ,enior Guerlaina Hickson said.
·'And especially for people with cell phone,. you have lo
ha,,~ one because it is so convenient."
"I've had mine for a year and 1 use it for convenience.
and I think that i, also why they are so popular." sophomore Earnsl Scon said.
But what exactly""' pilots and two-way pagcrs1 At first
glance. palm pilots look like regular calculators with large

receive email messages and arrange your life...They are
like a large book organi,er."
1\vo-way paging devices arc also handy because they
nllow you to inunediatcly send a response 10 a message.
The typical cost of a palm pilot or two-way pager is
between $80 and $160.
..They ;ir e expensive:· Antwan Clinton. Director of the
Howard University bookstore said. "MoM,tores would
have them locked up. Al the bookstore. we have a sign
(up) but people have 10 ask specifically for them. Forpeo.ple who are always moving. it i, a very cheap way of getting infonnation:· Briscoe said.
··r like using. my pal m pilot. and I think if people can
afford it. it is a good idea to use a palm pilot... Earns! Scon
said.

ByJENNIFER ANDERSON

Fashion Columoist
So you wanna know
what's hot forfaU and winter, huh? You wanna know
the trends. eh? Are you
sure? The 2000 falV winter
collections hit the catwalk
with a well-supplied arsenal of sharp styles, edgy
trends and of course
drama.
This season designers
have emerged tossing out.
revitalizing and bringing
together all at the same
time, styles creating a new

print silk chiffon skirts and
big buckled belts.
Over the top is the only
way to describe the 2000
Milan collections. Fendi
100k excess to the max
with its bursting colors and
use of accessories. Gold
lame, gold accessories.
leather skirts, fur. fur and
more fur were all over the
showing. Representing the
fast pace of the luxe life,
Tom Ford at Gucci brings
the biker chick into the
new century on a new level
of fast paced excess. With
leather dominating the
scenes in different colors
such as gold, military
green and black, he accentuates the line with leather
bows at the neck
and fur trimmed skullies.
Christian Dior used
plenty of ostrich skin and

movement in the design of
ready to wear. Ignoring the
old fashioned rule of never
combining the two, design•
ers. both 11ew and established. have applied characteristics of couture 10
that of ready to wear. In
doing so. whether it be
retro. rocker. deluxe or
ladylike, this season is
chock full of luxury meets
cutting edge designs.
Al the New York Collections, rich earth tones dominated the Oscar de la
Renta showing. Skirts and
pants embroidered with
gems and knee-high boots
teamed up with black pony
skin miniskirts and sexy
jackets. In the tradition of
going against the grain.
Anna Sui went the route of
bohemian chic. Bright
tights matched with floral

crocodile during the Paris
collections. Waist length
mink and chinchilla jackets along with cable-knit
sweaters bring a strong,
feminine and ladylike feel
to the collection while
maintaining urban style.
For those on a budget,
there are many designers
not featured in the collections as well as specialty
shops that have you just as
dipped in this seasons luxe
designs without your credits cards being maxed out.
Dollhouse. Wet Seal.
Arden B. BCBG. BeBe
and Express arc just a few
of the specialty shops that
follow the word from the
runway pretty close. Check
in your local directory 10
find the nearest location.
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Picks Of The Week
Top Ten Accessories for Fall

•

-Fur
-Metallics
-Monochrome prints
-Fishnets Stockings ·
-Eye popping color images
-See Through Materials
-Ladylike suits
-Crocodile
-ultra-suede
-Abstract patterns
-80's styles
-Anything retro from the
twenties, forties and
seventies
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If you do, Join us at the UNITY FELLOWSHIP to brim~
'
UNITY to the Christians at Howard University
Friday, November 3, 2000 ~ 6:30-9:30pm "' 116 Douglass Hall
Refr,! !?me~ts - Music ,.,, Sun
• .... . -a •n,t
•-
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All are welcome!
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Sponso;&d by;
The Anglican/Episcopal Fellowship, The Baptist Student Union,
The Cathoiic Feliowsi'tip, Champions ,or Christ, Tile impact
Movement of Campus Crusade for Christ: The Lutheran
Fellowship, Navigators Christian Fellowship, The Pentecostal
Student Association, ReJOYce in Jesus, Tom Skinner Campus
Ministries/Nccnd37' Pr::•7 er, The Uriite..
n....
,..,uC'::. l:nllt'\U.l&!hin
- ."'··-••1--·-·
. -··- ........,..
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(we're coming together on this one)
Don't Miss It! (for murt' information. rftll R,v. Bun-cl :Q· 669-Y~lNJ
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Smithsonian Celebrates the Lady and the Legend
By S110L.\ AOF.WU~II
Hilltop Staff Wri1er
More 1han a lady. she is a legend. Ella Fi1zgerald came to reign as America's "First
Lady of Song" throughout her 60-year career. For 1hose who do nol know of her, her
rags-to-riches climb 10 international fame as a jazz and popular singer coincided with
the rise of an American entertainment industry 1ha1 broughl music 10 millions of people.
The Smithsonian's Na1ional Museum of American History is featuring the memorabilia or Fitzgerald in an ongoing exhibit reflecting her achievements and honors. A videornpe of some of her most memorable songs and perfonnances is shown repeatedly 10
compliment the layouts of her biography in three showcases.
This detailed exhibil documents the life history and singing career of Fitzgerald through
awards, 1rophies, records. pictures. and certificates of excellence. Shining in a glass showcase was a display of 1be original red suit and hat. along wi1h a leopard fur. worn by
Fitzgerald in her commercial for American Express.
Ella Fitzgerald was born in Newport News. Virginia, in I9 I7 and was mised in Yonkers.
New York. She began show business as a teenager in I934. singing in a rnlent con1es1
at Harlem's Apollo Theater. She took the first prize and caught the attention or Chick
Webb. a bandleader, whom immediately hired her as his vocalist in 1935. However,
Webb died and the members or the band asked Fitzgerald to 1ake over. So. 1he group
appeared on 1ours as "Ella Fi1zgerald and 1he Orchestra," u111il I942.

m

Between t 935 and 1955. Fi1_zgerald was unde~ con1rac1 Decca Records. but in t42,
struck out on her own as an mdependent solo Jazz vocalt st. She began 10 appea as a
guest al jaz.z festivals around the world during her concen tours. Besides all her ork
in concerts and on recordings. Fitzgerald also reached ou110 the audiences through 01her
media. She appeared on 1elevision broaocasts, radio, and was featured in four motion
pictures. Even when rock came to dominale commercial popular music in 1he 1960's,
Fitzgerald remained a beacon for the traditions of jazz singing and 1he art of the American popular song.
1
Due 10 her talent. she was also signed by Norman Granz, as an exclusive artist of his
company. Verve Records. She recorded her landmark series of "songbook" albums llevoted 10 major song wri1ers like Cole Porter, Irving Berlin. and Duke Elling1on. For her
work on this recording. she received a Grammy Award.
Health issues gradually limited Fitzgerald's concert appearances in the l980's however. she continued to perform un1il 1992. She died al her home in Beverly Hills. California. in June 1996.
She received several awards and honorary degrees from American universities and colleges. She received an NAACP Image President's Award in 1992. and feature!! by 1he
American Express card in an advertisement photographed by Annie liebovitt, jusl 10
Photo b) Shola Ade" um name a few.
,
The origmal red suit and Jeopard fur ""m by Ella Fillgernld
The exhibi1 can be viewed from IOam - 5pm at 1he National Museum of American Hisis on perm.-utent display :11 the American Museum of
1ory. Th~ exhibit is permanenl and located on the 3rd floor in the Wes1 Wing.
American 1lisiOty

Listen Up: The Spoken Word Poet's Bible
By CARI-TON J ORDAN
Hilltop Srnff Writer
"Educa1ion will be delivered not from the tree.
bu1 from 1he root./ So little black girls and boys will
check their pockets/ for spiri1uality rather lhan
loot." This line in Jessica Care Moore's poem.
"Black Sta1ue of Liberty" encompasses 1he major
voice in many spoken word artis1s today: educa1ion, black folks, and spiri1uali1y. You may be
1hinking 10 yourself: "Who is Jessica Care Moore?"
Moore is a spoken word artist and has been deemed
by many as the daughler of spoken word poetry and
the movement that is spearheading the black Cultural Revolution. She and other poels are featured
in a new book edi1ed by Zoe Anglesey entitled,
"listen Up! Spoken Word Poe1ry."
"lis1en Up"' ga1hers 1he mos1 poignant works
from today's promising young poe1s, including
Saul Williams, Jessica Care Moore. Carl Hancock
Rux. WiUie Perdomo. Tracie Morris. Tish Benson.
Ava Chin, Suheir Hammad. and Mariahadessa
Ekere Tallie. These budding artists are the voice
of a generation that has been labeled voiceless.
They are lhe leaders of a social. poli1ical, and cultural renaissance. In "Lislen Up!," each artist's creative genius is exuded through 1heir po1cn1 words.

The artists' grasp concepls like fruit from trees.
stuff them down your throat and gently. force you
lo digesl 1hem. 1l1eir language bites you like a
blood-sucking vampire leaving you helpless in
their grip. However, it is not blood that 1hese literary luminaries are after: these artists wanl your
mind. 1l1ey bum images on your brain causing you
10 re-think whal you though! you knew. All this
sounds painful, bu1 reading "Listen Up!" is pleasing I(> the soul.
The book highligh1s young artists in their prime.
and 1he language being spoken is us. The mood is
a melting pol of hip-hop. jazz, rhythm & blues.
rock and roll. and funk splashed with in1ellect.
soaked with consciousness. Traci Morris writes in
her poem. writer's delight . "My writer's delight
is meta (1-2-3) 4/ Score wi1h words./ Activist verbiage rounds out primordial sounds.'' Willie Perdomo writes in haiku. "in recovery/ everyday
speaks to my souV 1oday I'm alive." In recollect.
Mariahadessa write;, "I am :, 1igh1 hole/ a gift 10
be tom open repeatedly/ a mouth wi1hou1 a tongue/
woman without lips/ my clit has been clipped/ my
smile has been s1olen." Sti ll Jessica Care Moore's
one afm ·s blues says. ''There are so many dead
pretending 10 Jive among us now/ So many who
wait for the opinions or others before getting <>ul

of bed/ I recognize sista, hidrng in groups of :,istas/ bonded by foreign leners. colors. class and the
fear of lonliness/ Women who don'1 like one another/ exchanging false 1ee1h like table salt"
Each "Listen Up!" poel has an individual s1yle
1ha1 con1ribu1es 10 the con1inui1y of the book. The
poels give the reader a piece of 1heir inner selves:
expressing their adamant opinions on topics 1ha1
range from police bru1ali1y to sexuality. Emotions
run rapid and you feed off their honesty and passion. Although 1he power in many of these poems
comes from 1he verbal in1erpreta1ion of them. the
words lie on 1he page wi1h 1he same exuberance as
1hey would behind 1he open microphone.
Mos1 of the Listen Up! poets are products of a hot
spot in New York Ci1y called The Nuyor ican
Care·. which is the stomping ground for many spo•
ken word anists today. Artist, like Saul Williams.
with hi, critically acclaimed motion picture
"Slam." have branched out into 1he world or film.
Others have seen successes 111 the music business.
publishing. 1elevision. and the theatre. These artists
make performing poe1ry seem as easy as making
Kool-Aid, bu1 1his is only because of 1he mas1ery
achieved by these poets. Anglesey's book is 1he
next best 1hing to seeing the poets perform live.

GESOFHOME

Now That Homecoming
Over...
By JOlll\'IY J, JONES
Hilllop Srnff Writer

Is
r

I have to admil, while many s1uden1s strongly believed that !his year's millennium Homecoming festivi1ies were going to be remembered as one of the
worse ever, the Genesis 2000 Homecoming was very memorable. However.
the fun is over for s111den1s 1he time has arrived 10 wipe lhe dus1 off those books
and actually s111dy.
Many activities were excellent, but the best aspect of !his year's Homecoming
was the Yard Fest and the a1mosphere. Wimessing black people come together and ac1 as if we were one big family was a beamiful lhing. While artists
were perfonning on stage. we mixed and mingled. noticing the elegance of
our race. We appreciated the fac1 that we are black and that we arc unique
people who may c(,me in different shapes, sizes. and t0nes that we enTompass. It was amazing.
However. who can forg.e1 the foo1ball game. It appeared that Mo1her Nature
would bring rain our way. Instead, she pleasantly blessed Greene Stadium wilh
beauliful sunshine and our football team provided a superb vic1ory. The band
ripped up the halflime show laking us back in 1ime wi1h old-school hits while
we aclllal ly completed a wave that reached every comer of the Stands. Homecoming 2000 was definitely memorable.
Bui. reali1y sets in. Why did you and I come to Howard University? Oh. 10
gain an edu ... educa1ion ...1hat's ii. While Homecoming week was my excuse
or why I have 001 seen the inside of my books in two weeks. ow is the time
10 re-focus.
The coming weeks are extremely crucial as final exams a closing in on
u,. Remember. Homecoming was las1 week. You saw Jay-Z.. last week. That
person 1ha1 you 1hough1 was 1he tightest 1hing you've ever en in your life
was ... l 1hink you have the idea now. It may seem difficulr. bur we have 10 do
it. J mean. 1hinl. abouc rr. you want 10 be here for nex\ ~ear's Homecoming,
don·1 you'' I know I do. Well. lil'one, Je1·, ,1art handling our business.

1

The rhythms of African drums
and dance
accentuated the spirit of Homecoming on the yard.
ima.lYyl-looZaig

IT'S ART, ITS
llFE, ITS YOU.
WRIIER)R

ENGAGE
CAILGINGER
@202.806.68

FINAL THOUGHTS OF THE WEEK

onceagainit'son........

1. Once again do we have to call you out- who was the boy at the job fair with the timberlands on???
2. Is it me, or are you also getting tired of "Shake Ya A**" by Mystikal??
3. Remember to stay out of the BUSHes during the election.
4. Remember ladies, it is October-NO MORE SANDALS AND HALTER TOPS!!!!!!
n,e final 11,ou.i;Jrr ;_, n collerrion uf nm1im1ti1wu made by Hilltop <'tlilfln 11111{ i, i11r,mlt'tffiw tnttrtaittlllt-111 fN1r,1<1st.v tHtl_,:
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LISTEN

POEIRYCO

,

UNDER THE

INFLUENCE

I whisper in your sleeping ear just to J?e a

Pm under the influence,
I'm under the spell that you've woven
You wrap me with your arms and your
scent invades me,
I want to touch just so that your
perfume can linger on my fingertips.

Time passes and memories fade away
Best friend yesterday, who your friend
tod ay.? .
Past, present, future I'd be glad to say,
That's my shortie, my wife someday.

thought to you.

You Africa's diamonds
Eden's clay
Shakespeare's plays
You El Dorado,
Take away all my sorrow,
Make me look forward to tomorrow.

I call you cap and gown 'cause you graduated me
from infatuation to tender reverberation,
A million poets have tried to explain you ,
with
words and have ended up broken men,
Love songs have been written and none can
~p~re~•

You the syllables in my words
The seeds in my herb
The action to my verb
The corner to my curb
The Ernie to be my Bert
The buttons to my shirt
The gold in my dirt,
The soothing to my hurt.

.

Shortle you the black diaspora.
You're a part of me like the heat within my
palms
The teeth within my jaws
The blood beneath my pores,
Through my journey in life you are the 1
cause.

1 /

Purer than a priest's confession,
Leave me and I'll be tarter than Italian
dressing,
If you were my everything
I would have to buy more posessions...

The sun can't hold a torch to you
The bottom of the ocean be like a porch to
you
,
Any other guy need Uke eight legs to step to
you
I cover my letters in ornate paper sealed in
tape
topped by colorful ribbons just to rap to
you

Down to earth? Ma you gravity
I'm proud to be
Under your influence ...
-Wally Cambridge

'

I feel them... those words
Grabbing on to the
Crimson walls of my throat
Climbing
Trying to clear my tonsils and
Trickle down over my tongue
Trying to burst from my supple
lips ...
Lips that chase every pore of your
bronzed skin
Attracted like raindrops to rose
petals
The sensuous silhouettes
Leaving teasing shadows to haunt
my mind
I feel them ... those tvords
Tearing at the roof of my mouth
It burns like lemon juice on a
paper cut
But it's a pleasurable pain
I love the sound of your name
It erases the four walls of my confusion
You are the only one
There is no other
A genuine Brother
Not 1 in a n1illion but
None in 2 zillion and
I'm clinging to you
Like ink to paper
Like butter to cornbread
Like lyrics to melody
Like L,0 to V,E
But you can't hear me though

got poetry?????
call gin er@ 202.806.6866

I feel them... those words Peeking
through my teeth
Like children playing hide-and-goseek
It's you who I want to find
To make love to your mind
Tear down the confines of time
4 years under our feet
Can we make it 400?
It is yo•,.1 who will plant the beautiful seed
Within 1ny nurturing womb
After the sacred vows have been
said
It is you who will count the gray
hairs on my head
As you grow not older but better
with me
It's you who adds flavor to my life
Like peaches to cream
It's your loving face that fills my
every dream
I feel them ... those words
I don't think I can contain them
any longer
Or should I say I shouldn't
Because I know that after their
splendor is revealed
You'll care for my heart as if the
Ceasing of its beat means yours too
I'll let them out in hope that they
bring
Peace and comfort to your yearning ears...
I'm in love with you
- Kyneesha Rynea

Genesis'
Revelation
When this feeling engulfs my soul,
Quivering, shaking, one price one toll.
I'm here now deciding, put it all on the line.
Two points of origin exist, connected through time.
Why do I like this masochism of those fine entities?
Level headed, no, follow my heart down the road of infinity.
Picked up the pieces of my life's extravagant china;
Don't throw them away now, cause I want to find you.
Why am I overtaken, Why still do I try to sing?
Maybe its been mistaken, the hope that love brings.
Questions may persist thine to dimensions remained
unknown.
But answers, shed eternal light, personal resurrection
shown.
Contemplate as days revolve into starry nights,
A full moon's blessing, change fears in slight.
Turning the page on the Big Dipper's hymn;
lee skating forever, on the edge of the sun's rim.
Straddling the possibility of this equivocal desire.
Separated on everyday, this bond must I admire.
The definition of love intertwined.
The noun found, Sauda* page 179.
As a careless whisper dances now and enchants the air,
Not seeing you once more, a self realization I can't bear.
Then this epiphany tugs the stars behind,
This chariot of fire, decides aimlessly that we may shine.
In loves great naive chants, rise the tides higher and higher.
A wedding march of circumstance, with long awaited
marriage of fire.
From above, I love you, my angel in the masquerade.
Descend from heaven, for at your altar my heart is laid.

l

\

*In Swahili language defines the English equivalent as
beautiful.

Travel one-,vay fo1 as low ~ $8.
1

-Jonathan C. Sims

Here's some friendly advice. Next time you 're off to Washington Dulles International Airport, take
the Washington Flyer Airport Express Bus. Board at several downtown locations, including Union Station, the
Convention Center, or at West Falls Church t.1etro Station. You can even connect from Reagan Washington
National Airport. So why drive? Catch the Bus. It's the safe and easy way to fly.
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My Soul Men
My Friday evenings are with James Brown
because you passed me by
I'd much rather be with you
then he, though he sings so sweetly to me...
"\.Vhen your feeling gooooooooood... Uhhh!"
He says sensually, begging, "try me, try me"
When he can no longer sing
I move on to Ben E. King
I don't mean to be a busy body, but you passed me by...
and I'd much rather be with you
then he, even though he ·always stands by me ...
I tell him I love him,
he says "You know that a lie"
Now, how did he know he was on standby?
Still he sings to me telling me
how I'm "Sweeter than wine, softer than the summer night"
things you never said, but still I'd rather it be you in my bed...
It's Saturday night and you're still, on my mind
Who's gonna be first to serenade me
Otis or B.B.?
I figure I'll start with Mr. Pitiful
because he has been loving me, and loving me,
for so Jong, and I imagine it's you in my arms
when he sings that song...
you are still the lover in my prayer
and though I have the company of these soulful men,
I wish I could do it all over again,
But I can't, so I welcome Mr. King
cause he can make my sorrow sing
He makes me feel like I'm sweet sixteen,
he says, "I'll do anything you tell me to" and
"there's nothing in the world he wouldn't do"
and still, I'd rather, be, with you...
but you passed me by
and it just wouldn't be right for me not to give these soul men
a try.
-Autumn Joy Jimerson

Thin Line Between
Love and Hate
I
I
I
I

loved him now I hate him.
trusted him and I distrust him.
wanted him now I can't stan d him.
owned him now I disown him.

I
I
I
I

gave h i m my heart and he broke it.
took him in and he pushed me out.
opened up to h im and he closed u p to me.
lived to d ie for h i m and he killed me.

He
He
He
He

was
was
was
was

my
my
my
my

only one and I was his favorite one.
number one and now he's my one.
dream now he's my nightmare .
everything now he's my nothing

UNTITLED
All I've ever dont
'•
is ask you to delij~er me from all I've ever
been...
I
but you seem to be at a loss for words, spirit,
and passion
and look at me
I'm lost in your life
no compass, no compassion
just lost
m hopes that you would find me and return me
to my rightful
owner and rightfully so 'cause I made a promise
to me that I
would and I d9n't break promises to myself
which is a lie
but I did promise myself never to promise again
or compromise another need for the need of
another

I•

unless, another needed me and I never need tha
other again
'cause it's safer that way
see I found guilt in the absence
of reciprocity
one of my many lessons learned
sometimes you make mistakes and sometimes
the mistakes make you
and permanently stains you, me, myself, and I
void now of intuition
extinct instinct
decisions left in the hands of too many others
Lord I know not what I do
but I know not what to do
so in the presence of mirrors I come face to fac
with you
which is me
then I realized I'm only 50% God
which really reminds me of how 1/2 a man I
really am ...

-Shihi n VanClief

I,

THOUGHTS
FROMAN
UNTAMED
SOUL...

Happy days go by too fast
Memories of joy just don't last
Confusion and remorse seem to overtake my day
Trapping me in a steel cage with no
chance to get away
But does my confusion stem from a
soul that"s unknown?
And is my remorse a result of a hatred
prolonged
Is it wrong to be rigfll is your right is
my wrong?
Or will my stubborn ways leave me
desolate and alone?
I have a burning desire to take the road
less traveled
To decil:!e my own fate as my life
unravels
Days may1 go by, as will months and
years
But with time on my side I am exempt
from all fears
So what is' it in me that makes me so
discontent?
That makes me long for my fate to give
me just one hint
rve spent 01) entire life in a foolish
train of thought
But I have now reached the standpoint,
that I have for so long sought
No mor~ living in the debt of a borrowed happiness
Owing gratitude to an emotion is
·always disastrous
Find your calling in life and be sure 10
answer it
Or life will pass you by and you will
die anonymous.

rt

Pre-College
Free Mc Howard 1
Enchant away my tears
Exempt me from all the years
Of tribulation
Hold me in your arms and carry me
Through your land of knowledge
supreme
Where my soul may be filled
My mind. enriched
No more pain. no more sorrow
Only triumphant skies
rea serene guiseGive Me Power. Howard!
Illuminate my words
Lif1what will be heard
8 y the masses
/
Fill my weary legs with steel
And Platinum
Gram me the strength of our ancestors
The wisdom of our leaders
i,

,.

Here am I!
Pass the baton to my hankering arms
Stained with the blood of abasement
Oh Howard
Mighty Howard!
Why do I sing you my prayers?
You're not pious. You can't hear me.
You're marred! You're an institution!
But I love you.
- Mia Somersall

-Sharrica Miller

Why? Because it's a thin line between love and hate,
Cross it, and it's either Love or Hate.
-Shola Adewumi

Totally AuthenJ;c. Totally Cool.

Boot up. Log on. Order now.

www.altama.com
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CALENDAR

I
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II
•
,L__..__ _ _ __ _

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

1983

1971

1956

1973

1989

1966

1868

Rev. Jesse Jackson

After 14 years,

rumounces his

Elgin Baylor retires

candidacy for

from the L.A.

President of the

....zci........:...;_.....--.1

IMacy Gray performs bits from her "On How

I

Howard Uni-

Coleman Young

David Dinkins is 1st

Frank Robinson of

becomes 1st

African-

the Baltimore

versity Medical

African-American

American elected

Orioles is named

School opens
with eight

The "Nat King Cole
Show"
premieres.

·,

Lakers.

mayor of Detroit.

mayor of New York

Most Valuable

Michigan.

City.

Player..

U.S.

I

\

students.

: Life Is" album at DAR Constitution Hall on
Monday at 7pm.

I

.•
I
I

'

fFRIDAY,

- ------- ------- --------------

JRD

•

IFridays are Yoga days with cenified instructor Kimberly Wilson at Joy of Motion Dance Center (Dupont Circle),
j 1643 Connecticut A,•enue NW. The cover charge i, $1 I per class. For information, call 202-387-091 L

.
I

'

) Cha~lie's Angels are back in a brand new spin-off of the 70"s favorite girl-cop series. starring Drew Barrymore,
! Cnrorron DiM. and Lucy Liu. ·Toe Legend of Bagger Vance'" starring Will Smith also opens today. Check local
• listings for theaters and show1imes.
I

!•

ISATURDAY,

4Tll

I

; Exhilarate is the new exhibit by anist Robin Rose. opening at the Numark Gallery. 406 7th Street NW. today with
) a reception from 7-9pm. For information. call 202-628-3810.

'; Celebrate life and family with Docent Shirley Alexander as she tells African folk tales about celebrating good for-

MONDAY,

.

6Tll -

-~-

/J
I

You tried to walk away, but ... Macy Gray"s world would crumble if you miss her raspy-voiced live performance
1onigh1 at D.A.R. Constitution Hall. 1776. D Street. NW, staning at 7pm. This soul songstress will !ell us how lilb
is along with opening acts Common and Black-Eyed Peas. Tickets are $25 10 S35 and can be purch:,sed at 202-432-SEAT. For infom1a1ion, call 202-628-4780.

TUESDAY, 7™
To get in the election spirit, head 10 the Newseum. 1101 Wilson Blvd.. Arlington, today 10 see '"Every Four '.'eart
Presidential Campaign Coverage. 1896-2000."" This exhibit traces the twentieth century rcla1ionship between the
media and those running for office, by using fi lm clips, sound bites. and election paraphernalia 10 tell the story. The
exhibit closes next week. so see it while you still can. Admission is free and it is open from 10 a.m. 10 5 p.m. For
infon11a1ion. call 703-284-3544.
'

I

8TH

I tune at the National Museum of African An. 950 Independence Ave. SW. The event is free. For information. call
: 202-357-2700.

WEDNESDAY,

•
1 Madame Zenobia presents a party at the State of the Union. I 357 U Street NW. For more information. call 202: 588-8926 or vi,i1 www.stateof1heu.com.

Sherman, Sherman, Sherman and family will be a1 Cram1011 Auditorium tonight, on the movie screen that is.
··Nutty Professor II: The Klumps'" starring Eddie Murphy and Janet Jackson. Tickets are $2.

!• Hampton U. & Norfolk's Homecoming Afterparty presented by SeImo & Big Howie. Homecoming 2000 Blowout

Bohemian Caverns. 2001 I Ith Street NW. has open-mike poetry night tonight at 9pm. Cover is $5. For infonn&tion. call 202-299-0800.

• featuring OJ Kid Capri @ Chestnut Hll . 4711 Chestnut Avenue Hampton. Va. FIRST 200 LADI ES ARE SS.00, For
: more info call 757.865.3400.
I
I

•

! SUNDAY,

STH

•• J azz meel~ the classics on saxophone at the Kennedy Center. 2700 F St. NW. Saxophonist Gary Louie plays the

t.

Metro serves its passionate jazz :11 Zanzibar on the Waterfront. 700 Water S1rce1 SW. featuring Chuck Loeb. Wort.
gang Haffner. Mitchel Forman. and Jcrcy Brooks. The group perfonns cuts from their new CD ··Metrocafe'" al 7·30pai
and 9:30pm. Cover is only $15. For infonna1ion. call 202-554-9100.

THURSDAY,

r'

9TH

: lbert Conceno with the Washington Chamber Symphony. He will demonstrate jazz and 1he classics at Ipm and 3pm.
; For infonnation, call 202-462-1321.

Got Poetry? The newly renovated Kaffa House. 1212 U Street. ha, open-mike poetry readings thb and every Thuriday at 8pm. Cover is $5. For more information. call 202-462-1212.

: You want tllc funk? Then you wam 10 be at the 9:30 Club. 815 V St. NW. tonight at 7:30pm when George Clin; ton perfonns "Atomic Dog·· and other p-funk classics. Bring your flashlight and gel your tickets for S35 by calling
• 202-432-SEAT.

r, JV11A? sco1,wo.~ROii°ND.O:'c':°?U yo;;"havea-;; evMtlhat yo;;",~.7t"d!i~ j';; pub!Wiin iii;'ca1enda; 7

•

•

'••

please call Ginger @202-806-6866.

I
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•
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ILLTOPICS
All HILLTOPICS are
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable
The Pan-Hellenic Council PresenlS...
due, paid in full, the
The Divine Nine:
Air, free Food Drinks, and Parties!
Greek Unity Week 2000
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Maza1lan, &
Tuesday before
Florida. Travel Free and Earn Cash!
Sun., Nov. S, 2000
Coll to Chapel
publication date.
Do It on lbe Web! Go to
Sll!dcntCjty,com or call 800-293-1443.
\1on .• NO\·. 6. 2000 •·'Jo M(.'MS No"
Announcements by
Ha.tcd by ,t,, i; :•
SPRING BREAK 2001!
campus organizations
81ockburn Room 148. I SO @ 7 pm
CANCUN & BAHA,'>1AS. EAT,
for meetings, seminars Tu<S., Nov. 7, 2000
DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE.
Crea11 ..·1ty Ptrsonificd.....A Poc1ry Cipher WANTED CAMPUS REPS. Call US
or nonprofit are
Hosted by .·\ ·\ , Z<l>B
SPRING BREAK, toll free
charged as individuals
Punchout ~ 7 pm
(877) 460-6077, for 1rip infommtion and
rates. 2S Continuous Ycars or Student
advertising for the
Wed.. NCI'. 8, 2000
Tra,·el! www.usasprtngbreak.com
Mon: f'rom Alpho 10 Omega
purpose of announcing Th< Block
llosced by A A, ll'~<I>
SERVICES
a service, buying or
ll,ur, '>ov. 9, 2000 Qr<ek Olympics
selling are charged $5
Main Yurd r11· 3:00 pm
CAP CITY
for the first 20 words S01 . No,. 11. 2000 ('ommmlity Str,:icie
Negro league Collection
and $1 for every addi- 1------"-------1
World's Freshest Baseball Caps
:-rsar General '!x">ly ' ~•illf
(202) 722-070 I or ou1side DC,
tional five words.
w«lncS<J:y. ~°'·l!mber s, 2000
1-800-223-8250.
Local companies are
Where: En1nn«:nnF Auditorium
1

T,me. 5:00pm
Wc,M, hO'ISC" 1 ti<: here'

charged $10 for first
20 words and $2 for
every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are
$2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.
ANNOUNCEMENT

Come Suppon A A, A ~. n~'<I>, .:... , ,
Z!l>B, .J; P, and

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF
Top Prices Paid For Used and
Unwanted Textbooks. Wilb Resale
Value. Taj Book Service.
(202) 722-0701 or ou1slde (202),
1-800-223-TAJO.

The Bisexual, Lesbian, and Gay
Organization of Studen1S at Ho»ud t - - - - ---------1
(BLAGOSAH) will presen1 Rebecca
Sylvia's Specials
Helom, the Chair of Collective Lesbians
Perms S35 & up
of Afrkan..descent Vokes Enrywhrre
Curls $4S & up
(CLOAVE), tonight at 7:00 p.m. in lhe
Colors S7.50 & up
Blackbum Center Gallery. Al 7:30.
Culs S7 .50 & up
BLAGOSAH will host its first Friends
T-Up $30 & up
and Family Move Night in lhe Gallery,
Pin-Up S2S & up
showing "Love and Basketball.''
Shampoo & St1 $20 & up
All are welcome.
Tu•ist $25 & up

Come Support A A. \ A, !'l'l'<I>,
61:8, 2'1>8, }: P, and

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT ALUMNI GROUP
Shampoo & Blow-Dry S20 & up
STUDENT/ALUMNI \1LK. JR.
"BROWN-BAG Ll'SCHf'.O'.'I
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday
SKI WEEKEND
W/DEA'i TAYLOR"
3013 Georgia Ave., NW
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. \fonday, NO\·ember 6, 2000 ii:!, 12:JOpm•
Washington, DC 20001
Join the srudents of Howard
Gradua1e Sd~I Conference Room
Tel: 202/726-1S37
Un,versily Srudem Alumni Group and (Sponsored by Graduote Sauknt C unc,J
Stylist: Shermaioe
fellow Alwnni in a fun and exciting
ski trip 10 Liberty Mountain Resort Come Support A A, .\ ~. !'l'l'<I>, ill,,
Lei your creative juices flow!!
for Manin Lulhcr
Z<l>B, L P, and
Creative writers, poclS, and drummers
King, Jr. Holiday weekend 200 I.
needed for an upcoming Coffee House
COME OUT AND BE
Poetry cipher. For more information call:
SOMEBODY!!!
Nsengn@ 202-483-9558 or
LIBERTY MOUNTAIN RESORT
REPRESENT HU AS A STUDENT
Kamilah@ 202-462-6584
Carroll Valley, PA
AMBASSADOR!
January 12-14, 2001
WE WILL HAVE AN INTEREST
Students: $209.00**'
MEETING NOVEMBER 13TH AT 7 p>.At---P-E__R
__S_O_N_AL_S_ _-t
Alumni: $259.00**'
IN THE BLACKBURN FORUM TO
Per Person from Wa,hlnglon, DC
DISCUSS BECOMING A STUDENT t - - - - - - - - - - - --1
..RESERVE BY 11/J0'OOAND
Af,.fBASSAOOR!
I rom lhe Sa)rr<ifTrath, I I\Ould like
RECEIVE A 10' ., DISCOUl>T t - - - - - - - - - - -----1 to >1l>h Latonya. [,elle, Ra>en, Kim,
Ski Parkage lnrludes:
Come Suppor1 A A, • \ , !'l'l'<I>, • :e, aad Brasilia, a ftw of the tlil< memZ<l>B, l: P, and
bers of the "hlte and royal blue,
Transportation from Howard
a HAPPY BIRTHDAY.
University, 2 nights aceomodarion ut
HELP WANTED
9-A-00
Liberty Mountain, hft ticke1, rental o. ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ski or snowboard equipment, a free Stop the War On Drugs: We wam 10 pay
To my Mi11!11)• Tail A11na, and lo m)
class lesson a1 skier's ability level, 2 you to distribute literature al the polls on
Fi,rcr Fro111 Lulu, HAPPY 21st
breakfas1 bufTe1s, I lunch voucl1er, n
elee1ion cfay for 1wo high profile
BIR'IJIDAY.
Saturday evening social and more!
candidates campaigning to end the war
9-A-00
on drugs in DC. Tues., Nov. 7.
Molorcoach will port from Howard
www.Kampia.org or call 2/ 483-2404.
University on Friday, January 12,
A Quote To Know front a SGR!IO:
2001 nl 7:00 p.m. and will remm to 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 \ Hoos,: Is made of \\all, and ~ms; a
Volunteer Tutor~ Nttdtd
Howard Uni\'ersily on Sunday,
home bu1h wllh IO\e and dresnts.
January 14, 20001 al approximn1cly We need volunteer 1u1ors in basic mnlh
-unknown
aod English 10 IUlor elementary school
3:00p.m.
Sponsor,d by Sigma Gamma Rho
srudents.
Sorority, Incorporated
''Sunday morning ski is optional for
Where: Anacostia Library ( 181h and
an additional fee.
Good Hope Road, SE)
.
To ttsen'e your space, please con• When: Every Saturday from I0: 30 run- Shou1 ou1s to all my people, card players
classmates, swimmers and divers,
tac1 Andrea L.Carroll at 806-6019 12:30 pm. Srop by any Saturday and sign
roomma1es,
former roommates, people
or ,isil the Department of Alumni up.
who
stay
in
my
room ALL the time, bes1
Relations, Howard Hall, 607
(202) 832-9712 for deiails.
friends.
former
lovers, furure lovers,
Ho1>ard Pl. NW, DC 200S9
Sponsored by The African-American
basketball players from CA, OH, & the
1 - - - - - - - - - - - --4 Cuhural Education Foundation.
1wo freshmen. MOST of1be football
You R,gistertd Now You Hme To t - - - - - - - - - - ----1
,,,an1ed S prmg
. Brtakers., Cancun,
players because I don't know all of you,
Go "OTE'.'·'·'·
•·
Ho\\~rd NAACP
Bahamas, .lamnica, & Florida. Call Sun a1hle1ie 1rniners- I didn't forget ya'II, and
all my "children."
Cons1 Vaea1ions for n free brochure and
t------------➔
NADER
ask how you can organize a small group
Come Support A A, A A, !'l'l'<I>, t.l:8
Super Rally
& Eat, Drink. Trnvel Free & Earn
Z<l>B, l: P, and
MCI Center
Cash! Call 1-888-777-4642 or email
Sunday, No,·ember Sib at 1 pm.
111lcf,Ulln.tl!Jl'1Yl!JJll.illDM.2.m,
Tickets: (202) 265-1160

STUDENTT
\

,,

Change YOUR World!

HU STUDENTS
GET INVOLVED & GAIN EXPERIENCE
WORKING ON A CRUCIAL SENATE
CAMPAIGN

Why Get Involved?
Chuck Robb

George Allen

Voted for the Civil Rights Act of

Opposed the Civil Rights Act of 1991

1991
Signed the Virginia Martin Luther
King Jr. Holiday Bill
Passed legislation to end
Discrimination Against Black farmers
Supports Affirmative Action
leads efforts to increase funding for
Civil Rights Enforcement
Supports Building more schools

Voted Against the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Holiday Bill
Was one of two Members of the
Virginia House of Delegates to vote
to give state licenses to private clubs t
that practice racial discrimination
Urged the repeal of Affirmative Action
requirements

Gel out the vote Initiative
Jl o A.]) T Jl I 11 to Hampton & Norfolk
Virginia
Saturday, November 4
Buses Leave Cramton at 6:00am
Return at 8:00pm

2401 Pennsylvania Ave.
Suite G

202 .887 .0912

lifflTRAVEL

Information Meeting Thursday, November 2, 8:00pm Douglass
Hall
Contact: p stubblefield@hotmail.com, jabariy@hotmail.com or Haley Stein (703)
960-7500
Paid for by the Democratic Party of Virginia
Produced in House with Volunteer Labor
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